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sure there are many others than those included in
this issue that could be located, and the Quarterly
b grateful to all who have loaned pictures. etc.
Our thanks therefore to: Mr. Jim Higgins, Presi·
dent of the Regatta Committee, for his article re·
printed from the "Book of Newfoundland"; also for
permission to use pictures from the Club House; to
Mrs. Croke of Outer Cove, who loaned the photo of
the Outer Cove crew; to Miss Furlong of "Smith-
ville" for an old engraving; to Max Mercer for pic-
ture of winners of the Amateur Race in 1952; to Leo
Shea and staff of the Public Relations Department
of Pepperrell Air Force Base, for story and pictures:
to Jim Clancy for his contribution; to M. F. Har-
rington for loan of old programmes of 1907 and 1912;
to George Summers & Sons for picture of arrival of
new boats: to Leo F. English, O.B.E., for poem about
the Reeord Race-the 9.13.
Inevitably, with many contributions, there will
be repetitions of some of the facts, but we feel that
this will not detract from the enjoyment of reading
this aU too brief coverage of, as Mr. Higgins called
it. "The People's Day."
We would be ungrateful indeed if we did not also
pay tribute to our advertisers. who have so generous-
ly helped in making possible the production of this
Special Edition, and we bespeak for them your pat·
ronage. and you will be making your contribution if
when patronizing them you say you saw their Ad in
the Quarterly; and finally, to all who have contribut·
ed or helped in any way in the production of this
special regatta edition, we extend our sincere thanks.
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In the preparation of a record of the Regatta
one of the greatest difficulties to be encountered is
the gathering and arranging in chronological order the
available material. Consequently, because of the lack
of time the contents of this special number of the
Quarterly makes no attempt to be a complete history
of the Regattas through the years, but interesting
facts gathered from many sources, and it is hoped
that in browsing through these, readers will gd a
glimpse of some of the highlights that have made
this day, down through the years, the greatest sport·
ing event in our calendar.
Apparently not even the Regatta Committee
have kept on file a complete record or pictures, and
it would be an almost impossible task to compile a
complete history. This magazine, when it set itself
the task of preparing a reeord for publication was
immediately faced with the problem of trying to find
who had anything of authentic historical value or
pictures of the crews, races or committees.
In its own files the Quarterly had a fairly repre-
sentative, though very incomplete, record of past
regattas and pictures of various events and com·
mittees, and on making inquiry it was found that
there are in existence many pictures, but the diffi·
culty has been to find out who has them, for they
are mostly in private collections or are privately
owned. However, while in all cases contacted the
owners generously loaned these pictures, we feel
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Bringing Regatta Record's Up-to-Date
By JAMES CLANCY. J.P.
In these days when interest in the Annual
Regatta is at such a high pitch. when the committee
is in a position to purchase new boats so soon after
the erection of a Boat House which cost approxim-
ately $40,000.00 and when the committee is able to
plan with the Municipal Council for general improve-
ments to Quidi Vidi Lakeside. it may be of interest
to some. and certainly will be a surprise to many. to
know that as rec~tly 8S within th~ past twenty years.
the annual Derby Day was in danger of disappC'aring
from the life of St. John's and it took a major opC'r-
ation to revive interest and to bring the national
event into the importance which it now ~joys and
so justly desttves.
Wh~ the Editor of the Quarterly asked me to
write an article for the Regatta issue of his magazlOe.
I thought it would afford me an opportunity of
recalling some of the more modern history of the
t.v~t so that posterity will know that the Day of the
Races which they all so enjoy. has b«n carried on
becau~ of the great efforts that wer~ made by groups
of unselfish citizens who not only pl«ig«i their timt'
and their tal~ts to the task in which they were
engaged but who also risked their personal finances
for the purpose. As stated previously. this, it is felt.
will be news to many who now accept the Regatta as
something which comes with the summer and who.
perhaps. never stop to think what effort is behind the
preparation and th~ conduct of this great sporting
attraction.
It may be forgotten that prior to 1935 the de-
cision as to whether we had a Regatta or not was in
the hands of privately owned boat clubs. They cper-
Bted the boat houses, had possession of the boats and
decided who should row them and in what races. The
Regatta Committee. as such, made all the arrange·
ments for the day but they were virtually in the
position that ~ven after everything was in readiness.
the first Wednesday in August could come and the
Boat Clubs could keep their boat houses locked up
and you would have Regatta Day without boat races.
The Committee had to depend wholly and solely on
its collections and had no outside means of revenue.
It is true that the Boat Clubs bore all the expenses of
purchasing and maintaining boats, operating boat
houses ~tc.. but the g~eral committee had to bear all
other costs and even in those days. the~ were quite
high. Ev~ in this age, although annual col1e~tionsare
generous, they do not begin to meet the annual expen-
diture and were it not that the committee engages in
outside activities. the Regatta could not be carried
on. not to mention the pur('ha~ of boats and building
of a boat house as well as the other things which the
committee has been able to do in the past few years.
It was such a picture which presented itself to the
committee in 1935. The Committee found that even
though every care had be~ exercised in the: previous
years. the collections, the only revenue available.
could not meetex~.By exercising economy in the
good years the committee had built up a surplus but
that had been drain«i and it SCC'm«i a certainty that
because of finances. the Rqatta could not go on.
That was th~ ytar in which tht latt Randdl W.
J~ans was promottd to tht Presidency of tht Com-
mittee. Prtvious to that ht had filled the offices of
honorary trtasur~r and vict-president. The outlook
for his rqimt was not v~ry rosy. because. as stat~d
already. th~ committee was without funds. collections
in th~ y~ars immediately prectding this one had not
been sufficitnt to meet ~x~ and th~ surplus had
been depltted. In that respect it should be mad~ clear
h~r~ that prtvious committees had carefully hus-
band«i tht funds at th~ir disposal. Not a cent was
cx~d«i unnecessarily but still th~ budget could not
be balanc«i. St. John's and indeed, Newfoundland.
was th~ going through a strnluous JX:riod in its his-
tory and whilst citiztns were as g~erous as th~ir
means pennitted. in so far as public subscriptions
wer~ concern«i. there was naturally a t~d~cy to
distribut~ the amount availabl~ according as th~ con-
tributors saw the need. It was not surprising th~. to
expect that such things as the Rqatta w~r~ not giver.
priority and consequ~tly th~ collections were down.
Presid~t J~ans saw th~ probl~m clearly from
th~ start and h~ and th~ m~mbers of his committee.
r~aliz«i that if th~ Regatta was to be kept aliv~. it
meant a ~rganization of the ~ntir~ set-up. By means
of a special apJX:81 for that first year. tog~ther with a
promise of what may be t~rmed a new deal. a suffi-
cient amount was collect«i from the public to operat~
th~ Derby. with th~ co-operation of th~ two boat
Clubs that we:r~ then in operation. In that respect. it
should be pointtd out that in that time of crisis the
boat Clubs w~r~ right behind the g~neral committee.
The: first step in the reorganization was the es-
tablishment of the committee: on a firm basis. Prev-
ious to that the committee was elected annually. at a
public meeting called for the purpose. The committee
had no articles of constitution, no continuity was
assured and whilst the committee had little or no
property. as such, the officers and members were in
the position that they might be held personally liable
for any debts that could not be met. While it was un-
likely, there was always the possibility that a public
meeting could elect an entirely new committee. at any
annual meeting and that new committee. though con-
sisting of reputable citizens, might have no experience
or knowledge of what was requir~d in order to success-
fully conduct a Regatta. It must be obvious to all
that under such conditions any financial undertakings
for reorganization were doom~d to failure from the
start: no person would be prepared to do business
with an organization the: personnel of which might
be here to-day and gone to-morrow.
In ord~r to rem«iy this situation, the initial move
was for establishing the Committle: on a sound basis.
A constitution was drafted and the Committee be-
cam~ registered as a limited liability company under
the Provident Societies Act. This constitution pro-
vided for the first Committee to be named by the
Mayor of St. John's and thereafter the number of
m~mbers was to be limited and new members were
to be admitt«i, not at a public meeting bat by the
memben of the existing Committee. provided the)"
complied with certain requirements that were set
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l.ut. Th~ constitution also provided for financial re-
sponsibility, and g~n~rally set up the Committee on a
sound busin~ss-1ike basis.
Th~ next step in the plan was complete control
of th~ Regatta by the Committ~e and with that in
mind negotiations wer~ opened for the purchase of
the boats and equipment from th~ Boat Clubs that
were th~n operating. Th~ Blue-Peter Boat Club was
first purchased and following that the boat house.
boats and equipment owned by th~ Star of the Sea
Association. All that, of course, was not done over-
night but took months of n~gotiationsand legal pro-
cedure. Here it may be stated. the executive of the
Committee was always in close touch and was guided
by the late Judge W. J. Higgins. Honorary President
of the Committee while the legal matters were handled
by th~ honorary solicitor. Mr. C. E. Hunt, Q.C.. wbo
by the way. fills that honorary post to this day.
Having compll~t~ control of all that went to make
up a Regatta, the Committ~e set about further plans
for advancement. Here it should be stated the Com-
mittee went out on a limb, so to speak, in that the
cluded negotiations for the purchase of the land west
of the lake (on part of which the stadium is now
being erected) having in view the conversion of that
land as well as the north bank of Quidi Vidi, into
King George 5th Memorial Park.
Following the erection of the Band Stand and
comfort stations on the north bank. the Regatta Com-
mittee approached the Council to begin the work of
establishing the Park. Mr. R. H. K. Cochius, who
designed Bowring Park and who was an expert land-
scape artist. was approached and he drew a plan for
work on th~ north bank. The Committee was pre-
pared to undertake raising funds for that purpose but
the Mayor and Council of the time felt that the pro
ject was of such importance that it should be placed
in the hands of a special committee. At a meeting
called by the late MayoI'" Carnell, a King George 5th
Memorial committ~e was set up and on that com-
mittee the Regatta Committee had representation.
Unfortunately the Second World War came
shortly after that and any ddinite work on the park
project had to be shelved. It is interesting to note that
The ramo... Qul,U Vldl Lake••·her" aquaU" OpCIrlo h"e buo held ro. oe..lr 1.'\(1
rutl. Tb" old.., "ooUnuous 'PO"in.. auol .hh .Id" lh. AUaoU".
finances necessary had to be borrowed and the bank
notes were backed by a number of members of the
Committee in whom the btlnk had the utmost confi-
dence. The Committee undertook to raise by collec-
tions and other projects and met with success.
Improvements to faCilities for the benefit of the
general public were first undertaken and the first was
the er~ction of the bandstand and the two comfort
stations which are on the north bank. The money for
these was raised by the Committee and the erections
wer~ formally passed over to the City Council. That
may be said to be the first step towards the impmve-
ment of Quidi Vidi Lakeside. Another impl'"ovement
initiated by the Committee was the erection of con-
crete bridges at the east and west ('nds of the Lake.
'n these projects the City Council and the Committee
which were then working hand in hand. had the co-
operation of the Government and the bndges WeTe
erect~d-that crossing the river at the west being a
Joint pl'"oject of the Council and the Department of
Public Works and that at the lower end of the
lake, just abov~ the "Gut" was erected by Public
Works. In the meantime the City Council had con-
the present City Council has on its programme for
the future the revival of the King George 5th Me-
morial Park Committee and at the annual dinner of
the Regatta Committee held in 1953, His Worship
Mayor Mews expressed his keen inter~st in having
the park project started. The plantmg of trees. seeding
and sodding now in progr~ss may be said to be the
preliminaries. The Regatta Committee is right behind
any movement along these lines and is prepared to
k-nd more than sympathetic support to any wOl'"k of a
tangible nature. Having acquired the Boat Houses,
boats, ~tc., the rejuvenated committee set about drum-
ming up interest on the part of the oarsmen. For
som~ time previously. it had been difficult to get a
sufficient number of crews to make a really successful
Regatta and it had been necessary to have the same
~ row twice during the day in order to make up a
programme. There would be six oared races in the
forenoon and the same races with four oars in the
afternoon or vice-versa. If there had to be four oared
races. thought the Committee. why should theJ"C not
be four oared boats: it seemed that it was not logical
to haw: four oared races in six oared boats. There is
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an important point to be remembered here. The four
oared boats were so generally criticized by the public
that they had to be eventually withdrawn by the com-
mittee but those who found fault with the Committee
for having had these boats built. should not forget
the reason for so doing, as outlined above.
Through the generosity of Messrs. Royal Stores
Lt., Bowring Brothers Ltd., Newfoundland Butter
Co. Ltd., and Ayre 85 Sons Ltd., four new boats of the
four oared type were built by the late Box Sexton.
They were named Royalist. Red Cross, Buttercup and
Fr«dom. Oarsmen and the public found much wrong
with these boats but one sometimes wonders if they
were given a fair chance to prove themselves. From
the start few favoured them and it would seem that
the chief cause of complaint was that the time made
in them was much slower than in the six-oared racers.
In line with modem thinking. speed was the thing and
people without giving proper thought. were expecting
four oared boats to get more speed than six oared
and when they did not they criticised the boats. After
events proved, however. that when the boats had good
crews in them. excellent time could be made and in
some of the races four oared time was better than
six oared_ Had a shorter course been rowed for four
oared boats, the time would certainly have compar-
ed with the six oared but such was difficult to ar-
range. Eventually. with the permission of the donors,
the boats were sold and the purchase price devoted
to the cost of new six oared boats. Before that how-
ever. the "Coronet." a six oared boat was built by
the Regatta Committee. It was the last to be turned
out by Bob Sexton, that famed builder. That brought
the number of six oared boats up to four once more
and for some time four oared and six oared races,
alternating made up the programme. Under the
Presidency of Mr. Aubrey W. Wight. the matter of
new six oared boats was taken up. It was realized
that with the exception of the "Coronet," the other
boats were coming to the end of their days. Nellie
R., Blue Peter II and Star of the Sea had given long
years of service: practise boats, Red Cross and Red
Lion, were practically worn out and ,...ith only the
four racers to stand the heavy usage of practise for
six weeks. it was risking the possibility of their not
being in condition for the important day. There was
no question of the need for new boats but the prob-
lem was how to get them built. Bob Sexton who had
been the standby for so many years had regretably
passed out and he had left no replacement. There
were local people who were prepared to undertake
construction but were not able to guarantee that they
could build more than one boat in a year. That was
not satisfactory. One new boat could be 50 superior
to the others that it would keep her competitors with-
out crews or it could be so inferior to the old ones
that the cost would be wasted. If there were boats to
be built there should be four new ones of exactly the
same design and built at the same time. The com-
mittee entered into considerable correspondence both
locally and outside: the result of which was that no
satisfactory arrangements for the construction of
four boats could be made with anyone on this side of
the Atlantic. There was this added difficultv in del'll
ing with people outside of Newfoundland-there was
not a proper blue-print of any of our boats and it
was impossible to properly describe to builders what
we wanted. The only thing in existence was a sketch
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of the! "Cade!t," one! of the!, if not THE masterpiece!
of the! late! Bob Se!xton, but e!ven that was grossly
inade!Quate!. EVe!ntually arrange!ments were! made!
with MC!Ssrs. Salter Brothers, a reputable! English
firm and an orde!r for four boats was placed. Here it
should again be! remembe!re!d that Messrs. Salter
Brothers had no plans on which to work. The ske!tch
of the! "Cade!t" was Se!nt to the!m but it could be! of
little! hdp. Photographs and all other available! infor-
mation was also Se!nt. Mr. Geoffrey Milling. who had
been a dirfi:tor of MC!$srs. Bowring Brothers and who
was a rowing e!nthusiast, offera:!. his Se!rvices. Mr.
Milling had Idt Ne!wfoundland to reside! in England
and practically all the! negotiations for the! new boats
we!re! made! through him. He! had this advantage! that
he! knC!W Quidi Vidi and the! conditions that boats had
to conte!nd with the!re! and one! of the! things that he!
e!vide!ntly had in mind was a type of boat which was
sturdily construete!d and was sak Up to that time the!
holding of thf' annual Re!gatta was subject to the!
vagaries of the! we!athu. It could be: a perfect day for
C!Vuything dsc but if the!re! was too much wind the!re!
could be! no racC!$ with the! type of boats that We!Te
in uSe! up to that time!. On many occasions it had
been necessary to postpone! the! Rqatta becaUSe! of
wind and in that connection it is worthy of note that
the! e!VC!TIt is uniqUe!, not only in Ne!wfoundland but
probably anywhe!re!, in that the! Committee! has the!
right to say on what day the! holiday is to be he!ld.
For all othe!r ce!le!brations the! day is Se!t in advanCe!
and if we!ather is not suitable!. nothing can be done!
about it. The! traditional date! for the! Regatta is the!
first We!dne!sday in August but if on the! morning of
that day the! commiUe!t: decide!s that conditions are
not favorable!, the!re! is no holiday and there! is post-
pone!ment till the next day or the next suitable day
whenevu that may be!. Last year becauSe! of the non-
arrival of the new boats the! holiday was postponed
for two we!eks.
The new boats arrived from England but there
was disappointment in them from the start. It is true
they were well built, as was expected when it was
known that the builders were English. but they were
not built on the sleek lines of the old boats. There
was this feature about them, however, they were
safe in any weather, and wind that would fo;,ce post-
ponement with the boats that were being replaced,
would not bring any worry about the new ones. The
fact is that not once while they were in use was -;'here
a postponement because of wind. However, the great
disappointment was that the boats were not fast, not
even, it was argua:!., as fast as the old ones. The
enthusiasts were speed mindcd and were still not sat-
isfied. This writer is not trying to put up a case lor
these Salter built boats and is not going to even sug-
gest that under any condition~ they could be as fast
as the! old type boat but he is ~oin;; to ~tate that they
were nevu ~n at their be!st ~;mply because the
crews that rowed them were not a:> well trained as
were the crews that made time in t..'le old type boats.
t am not saying that the present day oarsmen are
not as good as those of the past. although there are
many who would be! prepared to ddend that stand;
I am saying, however. that the oarsmen of to-day are!
not as well trained as were those of even a Quarter
of a century ago. Again. this is not a reflection on the
coxswains of today. These men are willing to give
their time to the training of the crC!Ws as self-sacrific-
ingly as any in the long history of the event, but the
truth is that the crews do not take their training as
Se!riously as be!fore!. Long ago, we know that training
for the! Regatta began in May when raceboats were
on the harbour and this continued right up to August
with crews having at least two spins per day and
some of the training was so closely supervised that
crews liva:!. in camps at the Lakeside for weeks be!-
fore the Rqatta. Modem day oarsmen do not put in
that time in training: they afe satisfied with. at most
thru to four weeks training and many of them get+
ting not more than one! spin per day. When it is con+
sidera:!. that on several days conditions are not suit-
able for practice spins, it will be: realiza:!. that train+
ing time is cut down and crews cannot be expected
to be as we!lI prepared as they were! formerly. It was
crews that had that all-out training who made the
fast time in the old boats. No crew with that kind of
training e!vu rowed the! English boats. The only fair
way to compare their spud with that of the old boats
would be! to have them rowa:!. by similar crews. How-
evu, that was not possible nor will it be! and so those
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who condemned them for being slow and heavy must
win because they cannot be proved to be wrong.
The agitation which resulted in the elimination
of the four oared boats succeeded again in so far as
the English boats were concerned and last year these
were replaced by four Canadian built racers. This
time care was taken that the builders had everything
required on which to work. The old "Blue Peter" in
which the record time of 9.13 4-5 was made and
which had occupied an honored spot in the C.L.B.
Armoury. was lowered to the floor and an exact blue-
print was made from that boat. by Mr. Michael
Howley. one of the members of the committee and
a member of the engineering staff of the City Council.
This was sent to Messrs. Jenn-Craft of Ke10wna,
Vancouver, with instructions to send four boats exact-
ly like the Blue Peter was_ These arrived in 1953 just
in time for the delayed Regatta. Those who know,
state that the builders turned out a faithful replica
of the Blue Peter and they feel that at last we have
something from which we should get the speed that
all seem so anxious to have. Time alone will tell.
The crews did not have sufficient time in them last
year to give even a partial test but this year they
81ut of ••u I" 1~1~ wM.~ w•••llon'" " Ih !',tnu of W.I..
• U ......, KIn. E'.....<I \'111.
will have the opportunity. My contention is that the
boats will be faster only if the crews are capable of
rowing them faster. Everyone is afU:ious to ascertain
if the record time can be beaten. It has stood so long
now that there are many who claim that it was never
made but of that there is no reasonable ground of
doubt. The real question is, are the oarsmen of 195'1
as good oarsmen or as well trained oarsmen as those
of 1901. If it is true that the new boats are exactly
the same as the boat in which the record was made
it certainly remains a test of oarsmanship.
I seem to have wandered somewhat from the
theme of this article, which was to show what had
been done since what may be termed the rejuvenation
of the Regatta Committee in 1935. but in order to
keep the record straight it was necessary to refer to
the two sets of boats which have ~n provided in
that time.
Following the lamented death of the late Randell
W. Jeans, the president who originated the reorgani-
zation of the committee. Mr. Gordon F. Higgi."lS.
Q.C.. O.RE.. became president and under his direc-
tion the programme was consolidated and the wa.v
prepared for the giant strides which were made latl"f
beginning with the purchase of the English boal"s
under the regime of President Aubrey Wight and
continuing into the construction of the modern boat-
house and the new Canadian built boats. all of which
was accomplished since Mr. James D. Higgins took
over the committee's most honored post.
Perhaps the erection of the new boat ho~ and
the new boats within the past few years are too
modern to need reference, but the public should know
that the expenditure involved was a major under-
taking for the committee, but despite it. the com-
mittee today is not only debt free but can be said to
be comfortably well off and seeking new fields of
endeavour. As stated already the present committee
is now seriously considering several other- projects
for the beautification of the Quidi Vidi Lakeside and
for the more efficient conduct of the great Derby
Day. To all the members and indeed to a great body
of the general public, it seems a great shame that a
beautiful body of water, situated in the heart of the
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COMPENSATION
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city. SO to speak. and with so many possibilities, way along the edge of the northern bank of the lake,
should be used by the public only one day a year. where horse races, etc. can be held. Quidi Vidi will
With the establishment of King George Vth Memorial always be there for boating and for races. All the
Park, there is no reason why it cannot be a summer possibilities are there and need only dfort. What
and winter resort for sports of all kinds, as we.lI as has bttn done by the Regatta Committee demon-
water events culminating with the day of days in strates that there are still citizens who are prepared
August, which must ever remain the centre around to give their time and their talent to getting things
which all things at Quidi Vidi will revolve. AU this done. If there are any who ask where will the finances
may S«m to be a dream but it can be realized and come from. let them remember that twenty years ago
when one recalls all that has taken place within the it looked as if the Regatta was doomed because
past twenty years, another decade should see the money was not forthcoming. but more progress has
complete picture. progressed well towards completion. been made in the interim than for the more than a
The new Stadium will be a reality within another century that preceded it. To Quote one of the mem-
year: the Amateur Athletic Union has plans for a bers of the Regatta Committee who once took an
modern track by the side of the lake opposite Fort active part in the revival but who has since retired:
Pepperrell. There are people who visualize a speed- "You can if you think you can."
Yachtlnr on Quldl Vldl Laktl, St. John's
It Pays To Remember
TEMPLETON'S
FOR
WALL PAPERS AN D PAINTS
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OLD TIMES AT THE REGATTA
Get your boiled shirts prepared for the races.
For it only comes once in a year.
On the waters of fair Quidi Vidi.
The workingman's spirits to cheer.
When the Cross. the Blue Peter. the Doctor.
The ~xton and Togo to face.
Where the brain and the grit and the muscle'
Will struggle to look for first place.
Many years at our old time Regattas.
The writer remembers them well.
In the days of the Hawk snd the Dora.
The Native and old Heather Belle;
When tht"y'd start from tht: flash of the cannon.
And the crowd nearly frantic with joy.
As the Hawk and the Dora or Native
We saw straighten out for their buoy.
And the tents at the head of the lake. boys.
With thl:' puddings the eye to entice.
That would gape an American hatchet
In your shirt sleeves to get orr a slice.
And the whisky was weaker than nectar.
While the water in jars I heard splash.
A BIRD IN
THE
HAND
On my knees I beseeched Mrs. Moran
To leave enough for the All-comers dash.
Ah, well I remember the evening
John Coaker and Leahy did row,
In his own little boat called the Nina,
When the Halifax man made no show.
And the evening the hero from Broad Cove,
One. Ferguson. boldly did face.
When Dick Squires. who took up the challenge,
HaIr the course beat his man in the race.
On the platform. the scene of the mazy.
How it hangs on my memory still.
To the strains of a weak Stradivarius.
In a hornpipe. a reel or quadrille.
Every item I danced on the programme.
I remember, when I was a boy,
And I never discovered till aher
How my partner had only one eye.
On a road coming home in the evening,
As the women their husbands would haul,
And make step the full thirty inches
From the dart of a blue parasol.
While the bass in our old time ditty,
In discord to jar on the ear,
For Ben Davis. the famed English tenor,
Couldn't take out the top notes as clear.
Is Worth
22
In The Bush
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THE NINE THIRTEEN MEN
By L. E. F. ENGLISH, O.B.E.
Come all who love a manly sport and listen while we tell
Of a famous oldtime racing crew that in Outer Cove did
dwell,
And down on Kitty Villy Lake were the finest ever seen
When they ro.....ed the old Blue Peter in the time of nine
thirteen.
Oh! well do we remember, boys, that far Regatta time
With fortune wheels and hop beer carts and old Dobbin
in his prime,
With pork and cabbage dinners too, and for lunch an old
crubcen,
Our bets were done and our sweepstakes won when they
made the 9.13.
The morning rue for fishermen wu taken by Torbay.
Those stalwart lads from Quter Co\'e wt'nt grim faced all
that day,
They swore they'd win the championship and have re\'enge
full keen
With Sexton's old Blue Peter, boys, and a record nine
thirteen.
Now of thnt crew from Outer Cove John Whalen was the
stroke,
John Nugent, two McCarthy boys, Mart Boland and Din
Croke,
Walt Power was their coxswain bold and he knew his
men. I ween,
When he drove her round the course that day in the time
of 9.13.
The gun was fired and yellow spray was seen on either
hand
As cheers broke out and the band struck up "The Banks
of Newfoundland."
'Twas nip and tuck right to the stakes and with muscles
taut and lean
Out heroes won by hall a lenrth in the time of nine thirteen.
We're getting old and passing years must bring a fond
regret
For greasy pole and old square dance are the things that
men forget.
Our dyinr wish when we take off on the trip to Fiddler's
Green-
The)"11 feery souls where Jordan rolls, those men of nine
thirteen,
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Olll" AlIl/ual Regalia
There are no available records from 1828 to 1544.
but in the latter year we find that there was a race
in which five boats competed. and this was won by the
Lucy Long. In the race for the Steward's prize, which
seems to havl' been the equivalent of our present-
day All-Comen' Race. the crew of the Quiz beat
the Repeal.
In 1852 there was what must have been the
grl'atest Regatta in local his~ory, 8S records show that
it lasted for thrl'e days. The principal races were won
by the Banshee. the Indian Girl and the Jenny Lind.
In 1855 the amateur race was won by the Cfl'W
of thl' Undine and the fisherman's crew also won in
the same boat. On july 27th of this saml' yl'ar there
was a challengl' race between the Quidi Vidi fishermen
in the Lady Darling and a picked St. John'S crew in
By JAMES D. HIGGINS
(President. Regatta Committee)
land Lass. Darling Fly. B<mmee. Weasel and Quick
Step.It is but fitting that the national holiday of a
seafaring people should be an aquatic festival, and
pahaps one of the chief reasons for the perennial
popularity of our annual Regatta is the fact that
rowing is a sport which is peculiarly dear to the heart
of the Newfoundlander.
There is not. and it may safely be said that there
will nevl'r be, any alternative form which our nat-
ional day might take which would be so popular with
all classn of the community. On Regatta day it is
no trite aphorism to say that "jack is as good as his
master". because on that day aU classes and shades
of society meet on the common ground of a truly
national interl'St in the spectacle before them.
It is a rather unfortunate circumstance that.
despite the number of years that the Regatta has
been conducted. accurate records are sadly incom-
races as the Lellah Rook. Maid of the Mist, Ferry•
...... V[Vs ......Cltlt TOG WINNUU'l: Ttit'. e"' .... "ONaloll' ...UC:uaTJ ',qO'.
pletl'. Yet even from the rather vague records of a
century ago we find that in 1828 a Regatta took
place on Quidi Vidi Lake, in which the chief attraction
was an amateur race betWl'ell Brooking s gig and
Hoyle's whaleboat. Unfortunately things did not go
"according to Hoyle," and Brooking's men won the
race. The names of thIS first known amateur crew
may be of interest. Lash. Fumeaux. Hepburn and
\Vinter. with Pearce as coxswain.
In those days there were no racing shells such
as we now know. and the races were rowed in punts.
Jollyboats gigs and whaleboats. These early-day
boats had some rather colourful names. and on Re-
gatta day the supporters of the various crews must
have had rather a difficult time calling the names
of their favourite boets. inasmuch as there wl're such
thl' Undinl'. Thl' prizl' was £50 and. in addition, thl'
owners of thl' Lady Darling werl' so delighted whm
the fishermen won that thl'y prt:Sl'flted the boat to
the crew.
In 1865 witnessed the first ladies' race on Quidi
Vidi, when the Quidi Vidi women defeated the crew
representing the Battl'ry. This feat earned from the
Pr6S of the day most laudatory comment. and the
names of the winning crew have been preserved for
posterity; Mary Bruce, Jennie King. Lizzie Hauton,
Crissie Squires. Jessie Needham and El1m Walsh,
strok~. Robert Hennebury was the coxswain.
In 1860 thl' Prince of Waks. afterwards King
Edward VII. anended the Regatta. He professed
great interest in the event, and presented the com-
mittee of the day with the sum of £ 100 to be divided
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as prizes amongst the winners of the fishermen's
race.
After 1860 there was an interval of ten years when
then~ was no Regatta. Just why this happened it is
rather difficult to understand, as there is little if any
ref~nce to it in the contemporary newspapers. Cer-
tainly aftcr the gr('ot succ~s of the previous year it
is rather incomprehensible that there should ~ a
complete indifference to the continuance of the
People's Day. Yet. whatever the cause, for a period
of ten years the waters of Quidi Vidi were not dis-
turbed by the flashing blades of the contending oars-
men. Thle yesr 1871. however. saw a revival of the
Regatta. An old journal of the day speaks of the
renewed interest shown: and, referring to the com-
mitt~ responsible for the renaissance, says that
··th~y dc:serv~ th~ thanks of ~very citiz~n for th~ir
unselfish work in r~viving that on~ gr~at day which
contributes mone than any other pleasure of the
people of St. john's". The promoters of this Regatta
wue Messrs. John E. Roach. C. D. Milroy, john
Baird. Alan MacDougall and Edmund Kelly. The
judges of the day were Capt. Cleary, Capt. Walters
bnd john Meehan.
We have now arrived at a puiod when the older
types of boats were passing on and a slightly im-
proved type was coming into use. Some of the better
known of these were the Lady of the Lake. the john.
the Native. the Dora and later on in the nineties we
saw the introduction of the type of boat we see to-
day. The first of these was the Glance: then followed
the Daisy. the Lady McCallum. the Bob Sexton.
named after the man who will go down in Regatta
history as our most famous builder of race-boats.
There are others who attained a certain fame in the
same line. but the venerable Bob is recognized as the
mast~r of them all. He it is who built the famous Blue
Peter in which the Outer Cove fishermen made the
record time of 9.13 4/5 in the All-Comers' Race in
1901. Others of his masterpieces are the Guard, tht:
Mary; and. coming down to the present day, the
Nellie R.. the Star of the Sea. the Blue Peter II. all
of them boats the maker of which deserves the adul-
ation which is lavished upon him by all Regatta
enthusiasts. Another boat which is still regarded as
the equal of any which saw servi~ on Quidi Vidi was
the Cadet. which was destroyed some years ago when
the Cadet boat-house. together with several boats, wa!>
burned to the ground.
To get back to our chronological record. We find
that in 1872 the Lady of the Lake won the Amateur
Race and Wilson's prize of a silver urn. just who
Wilson was the writer has been unable to ascertain,
but it is safe to assume ::hat he was a prominent
sportsman of the day. Records for the next few years
are very sparing of information. and the only item
available is that in 1873 the quickest time for the day
was made by the Outer Cov€: men in the Hawk, 12.05.
On this point there is a slight discrepancy, inasmuch
as another record states that the Lady of the Lake
won in 12.01. The late James L. Noonan in his Re-
gatta Records gives the former: and. as his wQrk is
regarded as an authority on the subject. we ~ay
accept the time given by him.
The fishermen from Placentia were the out-
standing performen at the Regatta of 1877. They
built their own boat in Placentia and. having carried
it to St. john s on their shoulders, the representatives
of the Ancient Capital covered themselves with glory
by winning the Fishermen's Race in the time of 10.28.
1884 witnessed the first tragedy in the annals of
the Regatta. The Torbay juveniles were rowing the
Terra Nova. It was her first year on the lake. and the
juveniles were leading on the way home. when the
boat filled and sank. Three of the crew lost their lives.
The names of the victims were Samuel Gosse. john
Martin and Mogue Power. The Terra Nova was then
renamed the Myrtle, and subsequently became one
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Gf tht' most popular boats on the pond. and enjoyed
&n~at success.
One of the records which is still the subject of
heated controversy wherever rowing enthusiasts
gather was made in 1882 by the amateurs in the Dora.
At the time the official timer had a seat before the
committee tent. He timed each race from the moment
the gun was fired at the start until the first boat came
back to the stakes. In this particular race the time
was announced as 9.20. This was so much Quicker
than that made by some of the stronger crews that
the consensus of opinion ever since has been that
then' was an obvious error of exactly one minute in
the time, and that it really was 10.20.
1885 saw the passing of the old gun used to start
the races. It was a small concern. and was placed on
a little neck of land at the head of the pond. A fire
was kept burning there all day. A cannon was loaded
with powder and was set off with a heated poker.
making a very loud report. In 18S5 there was a grand
sculling race between John Coaker of St_ john's and
Thomas Lahey of Halifax. The distance was two and
a half miles. the Coaket" won by a comfortable margin
in the time of nineteen minutes.
A canoe race was the feature of the Regatta of
1888. j. Steer won first place, with A. S. Rendell
second.
The first Inter-Brigade race was held in 1897.
The C.L.B. crew in the Iris defeated the C.C.c. in the
Glance in the time of 10.163/5.
In 1901 the Outer Cove men wrote their names
indelibly in the pages of rowing history when they
made the record time of 9.13 4/5. The names of this
crew were Daniel McCarthy, Denis McCarthy, Den-
nis Croke. Martin Boland, john Nugent, john Whelan,
stroke, and Walter Power, coxswain. Several of the
members of this crew are still alive. and the name-
sakes are still carrying on the great Outer Cove row-
ing tradition.
In 1908 the Press Race was introduced, and won
by the Daily News in the Red Lion in the time of
10.37.
The records since 1900 are more complete, so
much so, indeed. that even the most cursory review
would occupy far more space than the publishers have
allotted for this history of the Regatta. Suffice it is
to say that the Regatta has gone on as strongly as
ever, with the exception of the years of the World
War, when the cream of our oarsmen were engaged
in a more bloody contest. With the Armistice the
Regatta was resumed, and has continued without in-
terruption ever since. Although the record time has
not yet been eclipsed, during the past few years the
standard of rowing has improved, and only a couple
of years ago the Torbay fishermen rowed the course
in 9.29; whilst the Police crew, who have only been
participating in the Regatta for the past two years.
have displayed remarkable ability, and it is not an
impossibility that, given suitable conditions. the
record may yet be broken.
With the introduction this year of the four-oared
boats, the Regatta has taken on a new lease of life.
The participation of crews from outside St. john's,
and the practical certainty of an even greater influx
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next year, lend colour to the idea that we shall even-
tually see the Rt'gatta as an event in which the entire
country takes part. and it is with this hope that we
confidently look forward to an even more glorious
future for the People's Day.
The Regatta of the past summer may be said to
have begun a new phase. in that it ushered in the pro-
Ject of making a park to be known as the King
George the Fifth Memorial Park.
The new road has 1>«0 completed at the head of
the Lake. a fine concrete bridge replacing the old
wooden structure, Bnd with the' complC'tion of the road
eraund the south side and the erection of a modern
concrete bridge at the foot of the pond, the planting
of trees. and the terracing of a ~ion of the north
side, We' f~1 confident that within a very few y('srs
this beautiful spot will be worthy of the history which
enshrouds it. The co-operation of the Municipal Coun-
cil and the Commission of Government will make
this a worthy memorial to our late King.
REGATTA COMMITTEE
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THE TWENTY-MILE WALKNG MATCH
Oh, I want to see the Walking Match,
To see the duffers toe the scratch,
The most was ever in a batch
At a Walking Match before!
The street was crowded to excess,
Some fifteen hundred, more or less;
A handsome sight, I must confess,
On Terra Nova shore.
Colony Cabs
KING'S BRIDGE ROAD
• 12 CARS
• 24 HOUR SERVICE
At half-past two they feil in line;
Phil Knowling, Steele, and John Devine,
With walking breeches looking fine,
As thcy stepped out in style.
John Murphy, Martin and Renouf,
(A hardy little bit of stuff),
To give the walkers quite enough
When on the Twenty Mile.
• LICENSED FOR PEPPERRELL
Dial 5759
OIL HEATING DEALER
COMPLIMENTS OF
Lawrence Brothers, Ltd.
•"YOUR p, AUTOMATIC
DIAL 2916"NG'S ROAD
C. A. Hubley; Ltd.
The pace it now was telling fast,
And one by one the walkers passed,
While some iooked fresh and some looked ghast'
But still they walked in style.
But Tom Pottle and Mike Finn,
Jim Martin said, "I'm going to win
While Cofield said, "I'm going to win
The Champion Twenty Mile."
And so they didn't separate
Till well inside of Duder's gate,
When Hugh McGrath used his pate,
And made the pace in style.
Steve Pike, Bert Hayward and Bill Pynn,
Then Hayward opened out to win,
And Stacey then he did begin
To win the Twenty Mile.
The starting signal-one, two, three-
From Tom McNeil, the Referee,
As each pedestrian bends his knee
And stepped it out in style.
Fitzgerald, Will Higgins, and Ned Wall,
John Campbell in the ranks did fall,
While Kelly gained at Friendly Hall,
While on the Twenty Mile.
While some began to iag behind,
They found their heels begin to rhind,
While wicked words were in their mind,
Yet still did manfully toil.
But Wall and Finney and John King,
Fred Brien and Marshall took to wing,
And Williams with a careless swing,
To win the Twenty Mile.
Embalmers and Funeral Dir~tors
Motor Hearse Open and Closed Hearses
Carriage, Sleigh, Truck, Bus and
Boat Builders.
Now on the home stretch al1 were bent,
With Carberry, from Heart's Content,
Who, from the States, came down intent,
To walk the course in style.
But Hayward showed what he could do,
And proved the leader of the crcw;
He came in first, the time did do,
And won the Twenty Mile.
Automobiles Painted and Sprayed
Hoods Re-covered.
Trunk and Suitcase Manufacturers.
Phone 2705 Nights and Holidays 2236
139 GOWER STREET
_From John Burke's Re,gaHa Prpg.ramme, 1907. 1 --1
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REMINISCENCES OF REGATTAS
(From John Burke's Programme of 1912)
Mr. Brewin, the Irish Soldier, Who Fired the Gun
For Many Years
Most of us who remember the Regattas of the
60's and 70's will never forget a prominent figure in
them. Then a venerable man in appearance, he was
full of vitality, and although kindly by nature,
nevertheless always adhered to the stern discipline
of the field and camp, to which he was well used.
Mr. Brewin was the man, and many of the men of
today were but mere boys then. But how we watched
him on the S.W. side of the pond, out on a point
there on a fine day! Boys of today, and possibly many
men, may not think of it. But in those days the gun
was fired that one witnesses now when he sees its
flash and hears its sound from Signal Hill daily. On
Regatta Day Mr. Brewin kept the fires around his
gun and goodness help the boy who would tamper
when the boats came back. Mr. Brewin was always
at his post, and the very moment the time-keeper
made the motion the gun went off, and the sound
went oftentimes so far citywards as to announce that
a race had been won.
And how the old gentleman would handle that
gun. We boys from Maggotty Cove and the East End
generally, often crowded around him while waiting
between the races and never an unkind word was
heard. But when the time approached for a race-
stop! Mr. Brewin was there and that big gun was
poised. Goodness help boyar man for that matter,
that approached him. He minded nothing but the
judges, and the instant the flag of the President fell
out of the judge's hand, announcing the start of a
race, the gun went off. But it is today incongruous
for a cannon to fire for the start and finish of a race.
Mr. Brewin often saw those flashes. His grandson
James did the same. He saw heaven's artillery flash-
ing 11.30 o'clock at night when he jumped off a
steamship in a blinding thunderstorm and saved a
fellow in distress. But then, such is the world. Mr.
James Brewin was the worthy grandson of a worthy
grandsire. That's our verdict and we know that all
who knew the gallant two will agree with us.
The "Day of the Raeu" from a .teel enl"cnlol" mo..., tho a hundred yn.. '''0.
with it. It was a splendid sight to glance across on
the head of the pond and see boats like the Lady
Glover, the Volunteer. the Heather Belle and others
of that type line up. Mr. Brewin then had to be on
the qui vive. No flash or shot of a moment but the
poker red hot in the touch hole of the gun. and such
a reverberation.
We often held our heads in our hands as the old
gentleman prepared to place the poker on the touch
hole. It was a case of blazing out the fact that the
races had begun. and then the same thing occurred
TAXI!
PEPPERRELL CABS
BOULEVARD
'PHONE 7822
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THE PRIZE - A GREASY PIG
Do you Remember? Here are a few Ads ap-
pearing in the 1907 Programme:
Look Out for the Grand O~ing of the
KINETISCOPE CLUB
IN THE STAR HALL
MONDAY NIGHT, AUGUST 12. 1907.
With the Edison Moving Picture Machine. New
Films Never Before Seen. New Illustrated
Songs by a Sweet Singer.
ADMISSION 5 Cents. 7 to 10.30 P.M.
JOHN BURKE
Auctioneer
Furniture Sales Attended to.
Sales of Beef and Mutton on Saturdays.
62 Prescott Street.
GLOBE GROCERY STORE
149 New Gower S~t
Go to the Globe Grocery on New Gower Street
It is there you are always sure to meet
The oot of things that you can cat
With quality good and prices neat.
C. Kelly, Prop.
Though the principal attraction for the lieges in
the olden :egattas was to watch the feats a( oars-
manship in the spirited and closely contested races
on the day's programme. the old·timers took other
means. some of them very original and most amus-
ing. to interest the concourse assembled on the ver·
dant shores of historic Quidi Vidi. For many years
a year-old pig was brought into requisition. and
though a humble and certainly useful animal.
especially when converted into ham. bacon or pork.
it afforded great sport to the patrons of our Derby.
The porker was shaved as closely as Mike Murphy
the barber would take the down off the upper lip of
a stripling, and goodness knows, in that state would
be hard enough to hold.
But to add to the difficulty of retaining him he
was carefully greased all over the body and legs. At
a given signal he was released. and was the prize of
any who could capture him, Squealing as only a pig
can. he rushed through the crowds who would try
to capture him: being no respecter of persons. he
would bowl over men. women and children. He was
often at liberty for hours. running through the masses
of people who hemmed him in on all sides. and some-
times would escape into the lake and go on to the
other side and make a break for permanent freedom:
or else. being worn out from previous exertions,
would find a watery grave-a fate never intended for
a self-respecting "boneen"-in the middle of the
pand.-From Burke's Regatta Programme. 1912.
KING'S BRIDGE TAXI
BOTTOM KENNA'S HILL
DIAL 6300
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FOR THE BEST IN FRESH AND SMOKED
MEATS
ASK FOR AND DEMAND
Here WeAreAgain!
WILSIL'S "BEST'
Trade Supplied by
WILSIL, LTD.
PRESCOTT STREET
'PHONE 3 J66 ST. JOHN'S
With a complete stock of
Baby and Children's Woor
Glassware and Novelties,
Tinware and Enamelware,
Suit Cases, Trunks,
Etc·, Etc.
FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES Known For Value
POTATOES, ONIONS, CABBAGE, TURNIPS
EASTERN PRODUCE CO., LTD,
5 Lines Diol 3166
BiI"""'"
. But Not Expensive
54 New Gower Street
SPOT CASH RENISON'S
LIMITED
Tom"toe,
Lettuce
Celery
C"uliflower
PrescoH St., St. John's
Plum'
Gr"pe,
Or""ge,
Grapefruit
Lemon,
Apple,
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Some Regatta lIighlights Through the Years
Available records show that Regattas have been
held at Quidi Vidi Lake, St. John's. for more than
a hundrM years. For the first fifty years the races
were more or less intermittent. but since then they
have bleen maintained regularly. except in 1892, the
year of the Big Fire and from 1915 to 1919 during
the first World War.
Pr~ records rder to a Regatta in 1828, which
featured an Amateur Race betw~n Brooking's gig
and Hoyle's whaleboat. The fonner won. Her crew
were: Lash. Fumeaux. H~bum. Winter, with Pierc~
as Coxswain. Gigs. whaleboats. jollyboats and punts
were the craft used. and racing she!.!s were unknown
to local sport. The names of some of the early day
boats were: the Victoria. Repall. Maid of th(' Mist,
Red Rover, Lallah Rookh. Lucy Long, Gem, Quiz.
Ferryland Lass, Bansh~. Undine. Indian Chief, In-
dian Girl. jenny Lind. Elector. Albert. Eugene, Eliza-
beth. Weasel. Darling, Fly, Minnie Clyde. Hawk and
Quickstep.
In the races in 1844. the Lucy Long won a race
in which five boats competed and the crew of the
Quiz beat the Repeal in the race for the Stewards'
Prize.
The Bansh~ carried off most of the races in the
1851 Regatta: the Hawk winning the Pilots' Race.
The Regatta of 1852 lasted for thr~ days and the
boats participating were the Bansh~, Indian Girl
and jenny Lind. The prize for the 1855 Challenge
Race betwe~n Quidi Quidi fishermen and a St. john's
crew was for e50 and was won by the fishermen.
In 1856. what appears to have been the first
Women's Race, was won by the following Quidi Vidi
crew: Ellen Walsh, stroke: jennie King, Mary Brace,
Lizzie Hauton. Crissie Squires. and jessie Needham:
Robert Hennebury was cOl(swain. In 1860 the Prince
of Wales. afterwards King Edward VII. attended the
Regatta and gave .£.100 to be divided among the win-
nen of the Fishermen's Race. No Regattas were held
from 1860 to 1871, in which latter year the races were
revived. The john was the boat used by the winning
Amateurs. and the Hawk and Native won second and
third races respectively.
In the 1872 races the Lady of the Lake won the
Amateur Race and Wilson's Prize of a silver Urn and
in 1873 the same boat made the quickest time for
the day. 18.01. Monroe's boat. the Mary. was the
speediest boat at the 1875 Regatta. time 11.35 and in
the following year R. Squires of Broad Cove beat
Ferguson of Nova Scotia in a sculling race by half
the length of the lake.
It will be noted as time rolls on the time of the
races improve and in 1877 the Placentia. with a crew
of Placentia men won the Fishermen's race in 10.28.
The 1879 Challenge Race was won by a Broad Cove
crew against a crew from Torbay.
A Punt Race in 1881 in which the Eagle, Falcon
and Kite participated was won by the Eagle's crew
which were as follows: Israel Squires. john Beer and
Thomas Burton.
The fint recorded tragedy took place at the
races in 1884, when the Amateun were rowing the
Terra Nova. (on the lake for the fint time) to her
home stakes, filled with water and sank, and S.
Gosse, J. Martin and M. Power. all of Torbay. were
drowned. The Terra Nova was renamed the Myrtle
the next year.
In a Scull Race in Igs5 john ]. Coaker of St.
john's defeated Thomas Leahy of Halifu. Distance
2 1/2 miles and the time was 19 minutes.
The City Boat Club was opened in 1885 and in
that yf'ar the Fishf'rmen's Race was won by an Outer
Cove crew. The timf' 9.20. Two years later, in 1887.
Yacht Races were held and the Regatta lasted two
days. Squires in the Nina defeated F. Barnes in the
Myrtle in a Sculling Race.
A feature of the Regatta in 1888 was a Canoe Ra«:
in which j. Steer won first place and A. S. Rendell
won s«ond. At the 1890 Regatta a Challenge Scull
Race was won by W. Squires from F. Barnes.
The first Inter-Brigade ra«: was run in 1897 and
was won by the C.L.B. crew in the Iris, defeating the
C.C.c. in the Glance: time 10.16 3/5.
It was in 1901 that the record time was made
which was never beaten, before nor since, when an
Outer Cove crew in the Blue Peter romped home in
the record time of 9.13 4/5. No event in sports of any
kind in St. john's so captured the imagination of the
public as this race and it has been told in prose and
verse and is still a subject of absorbing interest. The
crew were Daniel McCarthy, Denis McCarthy. Denis
Croke, john Whelan. Martin Boland and john
Nugent. with Walter Power as Coxswain. This was
the Championship Race.
A remarkable feat took place in the races of 1902
when A. G. Williams of the C.L.B. crew broke an oar
just as Bob Sexton turned the buoy; the crew con-
tinued the race and rowed home to victory despite
the handicap. and the broken oar is a prized posses·
sian in the C.L.B. Armoury.
The Tradesmen's Race in 1900 provided a spec·
tacular finish when the Glance and the Bob Sexton
finished in a dead heat. The time, 9.55 4/5.
The first Swimming Race across the lake took
place at the Regatta of 1906 which was won by E. j.
Birch: this event was a feature of Regattas till 1914
and the winners were: 1907, W. Clance, time 7.11:
1908, T. Rennells, winner: 1909. j. McGrath, time
5.24: 1910. j. johnston. Grand Falls. time 4.58-3/5:
1911. M. Kelly: 1912. C. E. Brooks, time 5.55: 1914,
Walter Thistle. time 6.11.
In 1907 a Scull Race took place and wa3 won by
C. Noseworthy.
The first Press Race took place in 1908 when the
Daily News crew won in the Red Lion: time 10.37.
An Inter-Brigade Swimming Race was inaugur-
ated in 1910 and was won by W. St. George of the
C.C.C. In 1911 it was won by j. Snelgrove. C.L.B.:
and in 1912 - 1913 was won by j. St. George, C.C.C.
The fint Mercantile Race took place in 1894. In
this ra«:. employen of any Mercantile firms were
permitted to row, regardless of their occupation. Some
yean later rules were changed and only those who
could Qualify as amateurs could row in what was
thm named the Mercantile-Amateur race. However.
later on it was necessary to revert to the former rules
and now the amateur status of oarsmen in this race
is not necessary.
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For some years the trophy presented annually
by the Governor of the Province has been awarded
to the crew making the best time for the day, regard-
less of what race the time was made in. It is worth
relating that in 1896 the best time for the day was
made by a Juvenile crew rowing the Iris. Their time
was 9.58.
For a number of years one of the most interest-
ing races for the day was the Football Race. This
was competed in by crews that consisted of membn"s
of teams playing in the football league. The first of
these races was held in 1900. It has not been on the
programme for several years now.
During the year 1904 an Old Home Week was
held in Newfoundland. During that time a number
of Newfoundlanders who were living in the United
States and parts of Canada arranged to come back
to visit friends. It was planned that they should ar-
rive here during Regatta week. A special committee
was set up to arrange a r~ption. The chairman of
the committee was the late Lord Morris whilst the
secretary was Mr. A. A. Parsons who was later the
Superintendent of the Penitentiary.
In 1914 the Regatta Day celebrations were
marred by the announcement that war had broken
out between England and Germany. During the suc-
c~ing years of the war no Regatta was held but in
1919 the event was revived and a feature of that
year was the presence of His Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales, later King Edward VIII. It is inter-
esting to note that previous to that, the Regatta was
also honored by the attendance of the Prince of
Wales. On that occasion it was the Prince of Wales
who later became King Edward VII. The year was
1860. In 1887, the year of the Golden Jubilee of the
late Queen Victoria, two days were set apart for the
annual Regatta.
In 1926 the Newfoundland Tourist Bureau issued
a souvenir Regatta Programme and from it we glean
the following:
The Amateur Race was won by the Blue Peter I I
in the time of 10.42 2/5. The crew was: R. Groves,
Cox; R. Harvey, Stroke; J. Parsons, C. Crosbie, J.
Herder, J. Osmond and A. Bayly.
The Blue Peter also won the Trade Race with
J. Hussey, Cox; J. Hackett, Stroke: R. Fillier, C.
Keats, W. EHord, J LeMee and H. Garland. The
time was 11.27 2/5.
The Junior Football Race was won by the T.A.
crew in the Cadet with j. Malone. Cox: jim Daly,
Stroke: Jack Connors, jack Crowley, Jack McCor~
Professional Handling
of your moving problem is essential
to ensure safe, Quick delivel')'.
OUR EXPERIENCED MEN
Will pack. load and deliver )-our belongings where
you want them, when you want them.
Local or Long Distance.
DIAL 2815
Full line of Plumbing Fixtures always on hand
(Member of Canadian Warehousemen's
Association and Local T.P.U.)
LeDrew's Motor Express
CALLANAN &CO.
St. John'sWater Street East
QUIck StartsL L'f
... ong Ie
•WiIIa'rd
O.,••4••II.."hrlo h.IU..
1. A. McNab &Co.
LIMITED
Complete stock of
GENERAL HARDWARE
WINDOW GLASS
CROCKERY. Etc.
Distributors CHROME BATHROOM ACCESSORIES
St. John's Newfoundland 524 . 526 Water Street
Opp. C.N.R. St. John's Dial 6966
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mack, ]. Williams, ]. Thompson. Their time was
1O.2S 4/S.
Bowring Bros. won the Mercantile-Amateur Race
in the Cadet. The crew was P. Brown, Cox; R.
Harvey, Stroke; W. ]. Murphy, A. Wight, ]. Farrell.
L. Bursey and A. Sears. The time was 10.12 l/S.
The Truckmen's Race was won by the Cadet
with the following crew: P. Brown. Cox; T. Breen.
Stroke; ]. Kavanagh. C. Hill. P. Dyyer. N. Barnes
and M. Dyer. The time was 10.0".
The Outer Cove Fishermen won in the Star of
the Sea and the crew was L. Rogers. Cox; W. Power.
Stroke: S. Power. D. Houston. ]. Coady. N. Power.
M. Smart. The time was 9:S0 2/S.
St. Joseph's Laborers were first in their race.
They rowed the Cadet in the time of 9.59 1/5. The
crew was: ]. Malone. Cox: R. Pittman. Stroke; W.
Earles. C. Picco. H. Strange. E. Tilley. G. Mate.
There was 8 Bankers' Race that yeaf and it was
won by the Bank of Montreal in the Star of the Sea.
The time was 10.22 3/5. The crew was P. Brown,
Cox; H. Joyce. Stroke: W. Young, R. Doering, ].
Malone. ]. Mac~ and C. Butt.
The South Side Intlermediates won their race in
the Blue Peter and the time was 10.44. The crew: j.
Hussey, Cox; T. Whitten, Stroke; B. Whitten, W.
Heath. W. H. Janes, C. C. Janes. R. Whitten.
The Newfoundland Butter Co. won the Factories
Race in the Cadet in 9.55 3/5. The crew was: L.
Rogers. COlt: F. Burt. Stroke: D. Fraser. G. Crosbie,
S. Maundet", H. Whitten, j. Dov('.
The Senior Football Race was won by the
C.L.B. rowing the Blue Peter. The time was 10.20,
and the CT~W: j. Hackett. Cox: C. Keats. Stroke; J.
Rabbitts. M. Noonan. R. Martin, W. Craniford. E.
Adams.
MARINE ElECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
MARINE
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
• Morine Wiring
• Armature Winding
• Motor and Generator Repairs
• Direction Finders
• Gyro Compass
• Radio Telephone Equipment
• Pye Ship-te-Shore Radios
All Worle Guoronleed
Night or Holidays 'Phone 2838 or 3446
GEO. SUMMERS
&SONS
WATER STREET EAST
GENERAL TRUCKING
We are equipped to handle
all k.inds of Heavy Machinery
Dial 7063 70 Water St. East
AT YOUR SERVICE AT ANY TIME 24 HOUR SERVICE MOTOR REPAIRS
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Canada Packers
ALWAYS A WINNER!
GILT EDGE FIRST GRADE
CREAMERY BUTTER
"You will never lose a Bet on Gilt Edge"
Frank McNamara' Ltd'
ST. JOHN'S
-- lIMITED--
DIAL 401 J (4 Lines)
'Phone 5143
'Phone 5144
Queen Street
St. John's
ASK FOR
Imperial Fine Food Flavours:
IMPERIAL MANUFACTURING
Vanilla
lemon
Almond
Maple
Cocoanut
Raspberry
Pistachio
PRESCOTT ST.
Strawberry
Pineapple
Wintergreen
Banana
Orange
Rose
ST. JOHN'S
Newfoundland Wholesale
Dry Goods, Limited
WHOl'ESALE & RETAil DEPARTMENTS
319 WATER ST., ST. JOHN'S
General Importers
of
Dry Goods - Fancy Goods
and Smallwores.
Moil Orders Receive Prompt and
Careful Attenfion
TElEPHONE 2995
POST OFFICE BOX 91 B
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PeppeITell Boosts RegaL/a
Pnsofllltl of Pepperrell Air Force Base, North East Air Command partlcipare ill NefC!oundlfJf/d', "Do" of the
Race,," competill" in the TOct'I, sharing in the thrilb olld conlribillin" in mal'll/ otheT val/I to its IUCct'U.
~
By JAMES D. HIGGINS, President. Regatta Committee
"Pe-pperrell makes a tremendous contribution to
the St. john's Regatta." 1 told Lt. Col. Hal F.
Achenback-PepperreU's long-time repr~sentative on
the St. john's Regatta Committu-recently.
Surprised. he replied that Northeast Air Com-
mand personnel here actually ~nJoy participating in
N~wfoundland's historic Derby Day and are happy
to be considered so much a part of th~ community.
"Besid~s," h~ said, "the airmen. civilians and
Women in the Air Force (WAF) here all thoroughly
enjoy competing in this old~st Regatta."
I was pleased to hear this compliment to our
foir city but, after all. I couldn't allow a mere Re-
gatta Committee member to out-talk its President-
(IJSAt'·NEAC Ph~IO'
I)ePUt)' CommanMr Col. ReubC'n "Ie, Jr.• of l'epl"'rrell .nd :.>rmer
AYB CommanMr Col. Ro" D. But.er .!'HI a member of lhe RUUI.
Commltl"'. With Ihem 1. Aubl'e" WI,hl
besides, I nad my reputation as a lawyer to con-
sider.
"Look around on Regatta Day," said J, "here you
see Colonel Reuben Kyle. jr.. NEAC's Deputy Com-
mander, and Colonel Wm. Wise. the Base Com-
mandfi. and their wives with the Vice Regal Party
of the Lieutenant-Governor. There's the 596th Air
Force Band. It's not only here today but also stimu-
lates interest with band concerts during the practice
sessions in july.
"Why the very fact that you can probably hear
them is due to the public address system which you
people set up. And don't forget that crash boat that
lends such an added degree of safety to all crews-
if a crew suffers a mishap during the race. And let's
not forget city-base telephone lines used by radio
stations when broadcasting Newfoundland's Derby
Day all over Newfoundland. They are also loaned
by the bose.
Then look around th~ Lakesid~ and su the hun-
dreds of OfCiceTS and airmen from the base-just
about eVl."ryone who can make it-mingling with the
populace. It's wonderful!"
The' Colonel started to say something but Jimmy
Clancy, whom everyone knows as the Regatta's
Honorary Secretary during the 1940's, beat him to
the punch.
"It was the interest of the Canadian and Ameri-
can Armed Forces in 1940 and 1941." said Jimmy,
"that was responsible for the continuance of the Re-
gatta during the war years."
"With the outbreak of World War II, the Re~
ratta Committee suspended the Regatta in 1940. It
was only upon hearing of the Armed Forces keen
interest in participating that largdy prevented this
suspension from lasting throughout the war. Th~
local Arm~d Forces chiefs point~d out that th~
practic~ se'i3ions would constitut~ anothfi h~althy
form of r~creation stimulat~ good. sportsmanship and
provid~ a wekom~ diversion from th~ War. This also
seemed to reflect public thinking and so it was de-
cided to r~ume the Regatta in 1941."
Practice was soon in full swing. we remembered.
Arrangements were made for U.S. Armed Forces
crews to race against each other; the winner of this
heat to be pitted against the other service crews--to
decide the Champions of the Forces.
Interest of personnel at Pepperrell was so high
that the Recreation and Sports Officer at the base
requested early in july that seven crews instead of
th~ four pr~viously planned be allowed to enter the
Regatta and that an elimination be staged to deter.
mine crews for the championship races.
i- ~~ -"I'b;- ... ~~
..-.- ..~ - .. ~...
•• <lISAf'·NJ;;AC ?h<>to)
" ..""r....l1 Alrrr...n mlnl:le uilh ~ltl~..n••1 "'he R'~U" .. tI,e 8.<e
~re .... Jel. off to • lI)'nl: .un
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Regretably. many crew members from the dif-
ferent services who practiced right through July were
shipped to other parts of the world in line of duty
before the event.
The first Regatta with U.S. Forces participation
was held August 4. 1941. \Veather conditions were
not ideal in the morning and it seemed doubtful that
the program would be completed. However. the sun
came out at mid-day and all went well.
Commonwealth forces and the United States in this
first "War Regatta" gave the century-old event a new
lease on life. Pepperrell as well as other service
crews participating for the first time were enthused
WIth the spirit of the event-a happy augury for
future Regattas.
There was little difficulty in arousing interest the
following summer and 1942 saw a substantial in-
crease in the number of base crews participating.
WS"Y·SF.:"C P~OJ
T.~ •·....u <>f I"~ AI. r ••ee tw"Fj ~re... r.... P.ppurell 1<1 ... , for ,"~Ir ••ee ... S"..fou.. I.... ·••1.....1. ··D",.,D.,"
The crowd at this Regatta was estimated to be
the largest in the history of the century-aId-pius oar
classic. &rvice personnel of the United States, Royal
Canadian Army. Royal Navy and the Newfoundland
Militia mingled with men of the Fr~ French Navy
and civilians. This first World War II Regatta proved
a highlight of Regatta history.
In the Service Race the U.S. crews raced against
each other to decide the U.S. Armed Forces cham-
pions. Then this crew represented the U.S. Forces in
the All Stars of the Forces races against other cham-
pionship crews. The Newfoundland Militia won with
the U.S. crew coming in second.
The keen interest of service personnel from the
The St. John's Annual Regatta. being one of the
oldest sports events in North America, has bc-en
ranked with the top sport events in the world for
color and spontaneous f~ling, being every bit a part
of the Newfoundland scene as the bull fight is in
Mexico or the baseball game is in the United States.
With the addition of crews from the personnel of
Pepperre)) Air Force Base the Regatta takes on the
air of an international affair. This fact is easily shown
by the mixture of uniforms of service personnel from
Canada. Britain, Newfoundland and the United
States. The feeling of good sportsmanship. fair play
and the hard training to create unity within the
crews par'kllels and symbolizes the goal to create
these same virtues between the American-Newfound-
land team.
,.." ".p~r.1 1M 1..1"'1,,1 I. 1t..U.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Official Championship Time 1873-1953
Year Names Crew
1873 "Mary" Ouler Cove
1874 (Rain ended Regatta)
1875 "Mary" All Comers
1876 "!Ilary" Outer Cove
1877 "Contest" rlacentia
1878 "Hawk" All Comers
1879 "Hawk" Quler Co\'('
1880 "Bulte~up" Broad eO\'e
1881 "Dora" Broad Co"e
1882 "Dora" Amateurs
1883 "Volunteer" Outer Cove
1884 "Volunteer" Outer eO\'e
1185 "J\I)'rtJe" Outer Cm'e
1886 "M)'rtIe" Outer Cove
1887 "A\'alon" Ouler Cove
1888 "Myrtle" Tradesmen
1889 "Mascot" Outer Cove
1890 "Myrtle" Torbay
1891 "Myrtle" Torbay
J~:! (Year of big fire-no Regatta)
1893 "Myrtle" Outer Cove
189-1 "Myrtle" Outer Cove
!895 "Glance" Torbay
1896 "Iris" Juveniles
1897 "Glance" Tradesmen
1898 "Glance" Tradesmen
1899 "Bob Sexton" S.O.E.
1900 "Glance" Torbay
1901 "Blue Peter" Outer Cove
(Record Time)
1902 "Blue Peter" Outer Cove
1903 "Blue Peter" Job's
1904 "Togo" Blackhead
190:5 "To~o" B:ackhead
1906 "Red Lioll" blackhead
J907 "Blue Peter" Outer Cove
1908 "Blue Peter" Outer Cove
1909 "Blue Peter" Outer Cove
1910 "Guard" 'lorbay
1911 "Guard" Torbay
1~12 "Nellie R" L.O.A.
Time Y"ar Name& Crew Time
12.05 1913 "Nellie R" Torbay 10.51
1914 "Cadet" Logy Bay 9.4<1
11.35 191:5 (No Regatta-World War I)
10.40 1916 (No Regatlil-World War I)1917 (No Regatta-World War I)
10.28 1918 (No Regatta-World War 1)
9.58 Hi19 "Cabot" Logy Bay 9.32 1 5
10.11 192. "Nellie R" Truckmen 10.06
10.04 1921 "Cadet" Truckm~n 9.55 2/5
9.45 1922 "Cadet" Outer Co\'e 9.4<1
1923 "Cadet" Outer COl'e 9.479~1 192' "Nellie R" Truckmen 9.51
9.45 1925 "Cadet" Truckmen 9.44 1/5
10.13 1928 "Star of tho Sea" Outer COl'e 9.41
9.20 1927 "Blue Peter" Amateurs 9.50 4/:5
9.35 1928 "Cadet" Truckmen 9.55 1/5
1929 "Star of the sea" Labourers 9.42
9.4<1 1930 "Slar of the Sea" Labourers 9.453/5
10.08 1931 "Star of tho Seil" f'ishermen 9.47
9.52 1932 "Blue Peter" SI. Joseph's 9.44
9.30 1933 "Nellie R" Fishermen 10.143/5
9.42 1934 "Nellie R" All Comers 9.29
1935 "Star of tho Seil" Police 9.47
8.56 t936 "Stilr of tho Sea" All Comers 10.12
10,27 t937 "Star of the Sea" Police 9.41
9.45 1938 "Coronet" Police 9.37 l/5
9.58 1/2 1939 "Coronet" Pulice 9.464/5
9.454/5 194' (No Regatta_World War II)
9.303/5 1941 "Blue Peter" Ail Corners and
10.00 4/5 Ex-Servicemen 10.20
9.29 t942 "Nellie R" All Corners 10.09
9.154/5 (Can. Navy Trades)
1943 "Nellie R" NrJd. Regiment 10.074/5
9.22 (Special Race)
9.56 1/:5 194. "Star of tho Sea" Lllbourers 9.463/5
9.21 1/5 1945 "Blue Peter" Uibourers 10.00 1/5
9.401/5 1946 "Nellie R" Police 9.551/5
9.34 1947 "Star of tho Sea" ll.S. Army Dock 9.592/5
9,53 1/:5 1948 "Blue Peter" L..bourers 11.09
9.45 Ul49 "Red Cross" lutermediate 10.453/5
9.38 1/5 1950 "Freedom" }r,termcdiate 11.112/5
9.363/5 ]!j51 "Freedom" Amatl;urs 10.271/5
9.45 1952 "Freedom" I.abourers 10.15
9.54 1953 "Blue Peter" u:bourers 9.512/5
ELSWICK
ENGLISH BICYCLES
RUST PROOF - CHROME PLATED
Equipped with
Rubber Saddle-Tool Klf,-.Pump-Tall Li&ht
LADIES' and GENTS'
Sizes: 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 inch frame
You will be pleased with this Bicycle
HARRIS & HISCOCK
St, John'.
Mail Orden will rect."ive prompt attention
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RULES FOR THE REGATTA
November 2nd, 1731
The following is extracted from what purported
to be the Rules of the Regatta of 1731 as published
by John Burke in his Regatta Programme for the year
1907:
All boats must cnter and clear at the Powder
Magazine the night before the Regatta, or get blown
up by the Committee.
Six poles will be erected at the head of the lake
where the boats will start: if Poles cannot be obtained.
the same number of Chinamen will be substituted.
The Coxswain in any race is forbidden to put
his hand on the stroke oar during any ra~ or he may
be disqualified for the day: but a stroke oarsman is
allowed to grab a coxswain by the whisker (should
he carry such a handit" on his chin) if the said cox4
swain is not steering right or cutting semi-circles
across the lake: and give him three Of' more quick
shots under the snuff box. The Committee in every
case will bear him out.
Anyone taking the pond against any particular
boat. that race must be postponed till the pond is re-
turned.
No chewing or spitting allowed, by direction of
the Board. as it may pollute the waters of the lake-
only in the losing boats, who may chew the rag for
the balance of the journey.
In the swimming race all competitors must dive
at the sound of the gun, and swim for the north side
of the lake. Anyone taking a cramp may keep it if
he wish.
No fourth prize will be given where only one
boat rows.
A spade must be carried in the bow of the boat
for turning the buoy.
Tradesmen's Race-Any man who can shingle
a linnie with a tack hammer or put rockers on a
cradle is considered a tradesman and eligible to row.
Spinsters' Contest-Any female over seventy is
not allowed to enter. Before entering she must first
show her baptismal certificate. the number of broken
hearts she made, how many spring bonnets she stab-
bed for in her time, how many love ~tories she read,
how many curling tongs she used, how often she got
her picture taken. and how many trunks of love-
letters she received. First prize, looking-glass, second,
bottle hair dye. third, set of false teeth.
By order of the Committee,
SIMON SHINS.
On another page of the same Programme we
find the following:
These are for the Regatta held in Port-de-Grave.
May 20, 1513:
The boats taking part will be all local built
whale boats, bait skiffs, punts, rodneys and jacks.
A cannon will be fired an hour before each race
to call the boats to their respective positions.
Any boat claiming a foul may cook it any time
during the day.
The Farmers' Race-This race must be rowed
with pitchforks only: do you see the point?
Two bands will be in attendance during the day:
the band of a shirt waist and the band of a hat.
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THE GREATEST VALUE IN
MEN'S SHOES
JOHN WHITE
John White's English Shoes for men combine
fine craftsmanship and best grade leathers
to make them the best value obtainable on
Ihe market. Every pair carries a guor·
aolee,
6.9S - 8.S0
PARKER & MONROE, LTD.
THE SHOE MEN
The Topers' Race-A competent gauger will be
on hand with gauging rod and stick to set: each oars-
man has the necessary quantity taken to enter. First
prize, a bottle of whisky: 2nd, a tumbler: 3rd. a grog
bit.
The Women's Race-Every woman must keep
her tongue muzzled during the race. No loud talk,
no chewing the rag, no black looks or hair pulling
during the race. 1st prize, a meal of tongues; 2nd, a
bucket of scandal; 3rd, a firkin of gossip.
GIGS TAKE PART
For several Regattas in years gone by. 4-oared
gigs, very frail boats with outriggers. contested and
made pretty races. The Gasher was the favourite
amongst this type of boat, in which there was no
coxswain, the men being so well balanced.
In LS61 the Gasht't' made a splendid race of it.
She was rowed by John Roach, John Burke (late
Crier of the Supreme Court). Ned Murphy and Jim
Walsh. They won hands down over their opponents
by five lengths. but after shooting inside the winning
posts made a mistake which nearly cost the crew
their lives, The men, in their excitement. did not
mind what they were doing, the boat was left to her-
self and wobbled desperately for a few moments,
then turned ovt't', throwing the crew. exhausted from
their exertions, iota the watt't'. All. howevt't'. were
good swimmers. and managed to get into shoal water
and ashore at the head of the lake. Had the accident
occurred furtht't' out, some. if not all, of the crew.
would have ~n drowned.
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BUNKER COALS
INSURANCE AND FORWARDING AGENTS
STEVEDORES
St. John'sP.O. Box E-5245
Telegraphic Address: "Deer/oke"
A. HARVEY & CO., LTO.
his rest. There should be one absolute condition about the
contemplated boule\'arde around the south side of the
lake. It should be for the people and foot passengers and
for them alone. No vehicles except perambulators for
babes. The motor car witb its <;hrieks and stinks should
be abflolutely prohibited.
would completely destroy the beaut)", attraction and en·
Joyment of this delightful walk by people on foot, with
their wh'es and children, iI either motors or carriages
were allowed to keep them in constant terror of being
run o\'er. As regards 10 the part on the north side the
la)ing of it out is a very simple aHair. In course of time
it \liould be provided with a summer hotel, bands, merry-
go-round, football, tennis and cricket grounds, and a de-
lightful walk around the strand. One of the greatest at·
tractions would be the boating, which all would be able
to enjoy at most modest cost. To crown Sir Edward's plan
and make it complete, popular and attractive, the tram-
line should be extended through Bannerman Road, along
Circular Road and then down to the park on the north
side or the lake. It would thus serve all the wealthy
people oC Circular Road and they should contribute hand-
somely to its construction and maintenance. The main ob-
ject in this new departure is to cater Cor the million, to
give all the working people and poorer classes increased
mean oC enjoyment, and a fh'e cent tram ride to the
park Crom all parts oC the town will be delightful and add
immensely to the attractions of this new playground Cor
the people. What Coney Island is 10 New York, Quidi
Vidi park will be to St. John·s. Perhaps I am ad\'anced in
my idea, but tbough an old man I hoPe not ooly to see
Quidi Vidi park, bUI also a regular hall holiday on satur-
day. -From the E\"ening Telegrnm.
STEAMSHIP AGENTS and BROKERS
WHOLESALERS and RETAILERS OF
DOMESTIC, INDUSTRIAL
THE LAKESIDE PARK
AND QUIDI VIOl DRIVE
By JUDGE PROWSE, LL.D.
(From tbe Newfoundland Quarterly)
In Ihe first speech made by the Prince oC Wales aCter
his Colonial tour he told the Old Country tbat "England
must wake up," and it will apply to us most Corcibly in
NewCoundland: we must "wake up" 10 Ihe changed con·
ditions which tbe Railway, Steam and the TelegTaph have
brought about in our condition. We muSI wake up to the
fact that we have become an attractive country. One oC
the most signiCicant Caels that can be adduced to show our
changed condition, is the presence amongst us l<Hlay oC
S. G. Millais, the world renowned artist, and author oC the
greatest natural history book DC the century "The Mam-
malia oC Great Britain and Ireland." This is his fourth
visit to the Colony and his purpose is not mere sport, but
to write a book on the Island which from his well known
gills will be the most attractive book ever written about
Newfoundland. We are a set DC Rip Van Winkles living in
our sleepy hollows and city without a library or a first
class holel, and it requires people from abroad to come
amongst us and waken us up to the realization oC the
fascination of our scenery and our maniCold attractions.
How many of us appreciate the grandeur of our narrows,
or the picturesque beauly of our land·locked harbor, but
of all the Cair scenes around our capital, none attracts the
artist e)e more than tbe lo\·ely view of Quidi Vidi from
the bridge at the lower end oC the lake. Here nalure has
laid out Cor us a park and pleasure ground for the city.
The greatest scenic attraction In a landscape is water.
Just as the human eye gh-es liCe, and expression, and
beauty to the face, so water with its every varying shade,
and reflection, rurned with the breeze or smoothed into a
calm adds to the enchantment of the landscape. The
beauly of every rUTaI scene is enhanced, we may almost
say, created, by lake or stream, or the sea. This is the
great attraction oC Quidi Vidi.
Besides the charms of its natural surroundings, its
proximity to SI. John's, within, as it were the city's limits,
makes it an ideal spot Cor the people's playground and
place for recreation. Every important city has its park.
Thousands and thousands of dollars have to be spent in
creating artificial lakes and in giving a rural air to the
scene. At Quidi Vidi, within, as it were, a stone's throw
or the city, we have a park made by nature-the other so-
called parks are merely gardens-beautiful surroundings,
a lake for bathing, boating, fishing-and delightful prom-
(nades and views. It only requires a small expenditure
on trees and shrubs and walks to create perfect pleasure
grounds where all our toiling population may enjoy
innocent amusement. The plan for such a park and the
lirh'e around the southside of tbe lake so admirnbly set
forth and arranged by Sir E. P. Morris fihould receive tbe
hearty support of every intelligent man in the community.
The miserable attacks that bave been made upon this
public-spirited proposal, off-spring oC political animosity,
hatred and malice are beneath contempt. Every city to-
day strives to make itselC beautiCul and attractive, to give
its citizens not only pure water and good dTainage but
above all, open spaces and playgrounds, where young and
old can enjoy Cresh air and innocent recreation. The
millionaire has his motor car, his horses, his yacht, he can
go where he likes and do what he pleases. The working
man's ouling has to be on a more modesl scale of expendi.
ture; at any rate let him have his walk, and his pipe, and
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Chubby Size.
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Handy Pocket Pad
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GERALD S. DOYLE
~I'I
A candidate called on a votec to ask his
support in a forthcoming election
"Before I decide to gh'e you my support,"
said the voter, "I would like to ask you a
question. "00 you partake intoxicating be\'er-
agesT'
"Before I reply," said the candidate
cautiously. "is this an inquir.... or an invitation?"
He drove straight for his goal. He looked
neither to right nor left, but pushed fonvard,
moved by a definite purpose. Neither friend
north foe could delay him, all who crossed his
path did SO at their peril. What would you
call such a man!
"A Newfoundland motorist" shouted some-
one in the audience.
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The Story of the "Bille Peter"
By CHARLES E. HUNT
After a long and successful career on Quidi Vidi
Lake the Blue Peter has been taken to the C.L.B.
Armoury, and all Regatta enthusiasts are glad to know
that, having been received there with fitting honours,
the race boat will he kept for many years and will be
remembered with pride long after many boats that
have yet to be built will have been forgotten.
Her removal from the lakeside is an epoch in the
history of the Regatta, from from the time when she
first appeared on the lake in 1901 till her last race
during the summer that has just gone, her record has
been one that has not been equalled. It is interesting
to note that in the last year in which she appeared on
Quidi Vidi she was victorious. This was in th~ Inter-
m~diat~s Race at St. joseph's Garden Party held on
August 9th last. Her crew in this race were:-Thos.
Hallett, cox.; P. Taylor, stroke: G. Harv~y, G. Whit-
ten, A. Curnew, T. Cook and F. Whitten.
In 1901, her first year on the pond. the Blue
Peter came first in the Football, Laborers. Mercan-
tile, Tradesmen and Championship races. She tied
with the Red Cross for the honours of the day. each
of the boats obtaining five victories. Th~ Star Foot-
bailers were the first crew to bring her to the stakes
as the winning boat. In the late afternoon, and under
ideal rowing conditions, the Outer Cove fishermen
rowed her in the Championship Race and it was on
this occasion that they rowed the course in record
time-9.13 4/5 minutes.
This record of the Outer Cove fishermen has not
been approached on the lake. From the official
records it would appear that in 1885 th~ Outer Cove
fishermen won the Fishermen's Race in the Myrtle in
9.20. and this record was not broken until 1901. (A
picture of the crew holding the record was taken on
the pond many years after tney had rowed in this
race, and it appears in this issue).
In 1902 the Blue Peter had another very success-
ful Regatta Day for she came in first in the Ama-
teurs, Fishermen, Football. Mercantile, Tradesmen,
Championship races, thereby winning six of the
eleven races on the programme. In 1903 she won
Fishermen, Football, Laborers, Juvenile, Tradesmen,
Truckmen and Championship races, in all seven of
the eleven races rowed. In 1904 the Blue Peter's rec-
ord was even greater, for she won all but three of
the races. the Blackhead famous crew winning the
Fishermen and Championship races in the Togo, and
the Tradesmen in the Red Cross being winners of that
race.
Since 1904 the Blue Peter has won the following
times; Fishermen, four times; Brigade, three times;
Laborers, six times; Mercantile, twice: juvenile, four
times; Football. five times: Truckmen, four times;
races :-Amateurs, four times: Tradesmen, three
Factories, four times: Press, once; Naval Reserve,
twice; Championship, three times. and the Intermedi-
ate, once.
It will be seen from the above list that during the
time that the Blue Peter has been on the lake she has
come first in seventy-three races. Owing to the great
war being on there were no races from 1915 to 1918
inclusive, and, therefore, in the eighteen Regattas
in which the Blue Peter took part she has had an
average of four victories in each. She has also th~
record tim~ for the Amateurs Race, the Labor~rs
Race, the Mercantile Race, the Football Race, and
the Press Race.
"Q" in the Daily News of September 7, says:-
C.L.B. Headquarters on Tuesday night was the
scene of a most unique ceremony-the presentation
of the race boat Blue Peter, after 21 years of service.
with a record of 73 first prizes. 61 second, 19 third
cnd 12 fourth prizes to her credit, which was retired
from active duty on Quidi Vidi Lake by her owners,
the Old Comrades Boat Club of the Church Lads'
Brigade. and officially handed over to the Church
Lads' Brigade Cadets to have an honoured place in
the Armoury for all time. Is her record equalled by
any rac~ boat in the world? Has any boat won a
hundred and sixty-five prizes in fifteen years? Has
any other race boat carried safely in storm and sun-
shine a thousand oarsmen without accident? If not
she holds the world's record. During her lifetime of
21 years she was used 15 years. and four of the years
she was out of commission were war years when there
was no Regatta.
The programme opened at 8 p.m. The Battalion
was on parade under Major G. R. Williams. as second
in command. in the absence of Lt.-Col. Goodridge,
with Major Tait, M.C. Adjutant. and following offi-
cers, Captains Outerbridge, Miles. Lieuts. Harold
Hayward, P. B. Rendell, Fred Reid. W. R. Motty.
The Old Comrades were under President Chafe.
Major Williams after a few introductory remarks,
called on Reverend Captain Clayton, Chaplain of
the DIrt Comrades, to make the presentation address
which he did in a most pleasing manner. At the con-
clusion of his remarks the band played "The Banks
of Newfoundland". In the unavoidable absence of
President Arthur Hiscock, who was to have attended,
Secretary james L. Noonan addressed the Brigade
on behalf of the Regatta Committee and took the
opportunity of officially presenting the records of the
performance of the Blue Peter 1901 to 1922, to be
placed in the archives of the Brigade. Mr. R. B. job,
of Messrs job Brothers & Co.. the donors of the boat
fllso was called on and expressed hi!' great pleasure
at being at the ceremony. It was his goon fortune to
have been one of the crew in her first racl" in 1901.
Major Williams in a short speech accepted the cus-
tody of the boat on behalf of the Brigade and as!>ci.lrrrl
the donors that the Blue Peter would be placed iT'
a prominent position in the Armoury to remind one
of the heroic deeds of those who were with us in days
of old, who left behind them records which future
generations may emulate. He referred particularly to
the lads that crewed her, who now sleep in the com-
pany of gallant gentlemen in Flanders Fields and
elsewhere. The parade was then dismissed. The band
playing the National Anthem. Amongst those present
were veteran coxswain Wattie Power and (our of his
famous crew of Outer Cove, whose time in the Blue
Peter of 9 minutes, 13 seconds, has never been beaten.
Hon. Doctor Mosdell. Treasurer R. W. jeans of the
Regatta Committee, Councillor Dowden, F. W. Hay-
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ward, veteran coxswain Hussey and others were there
and whose pr6ence left much encouragement to the
lads. Mr. Bo:ll: Sexton. the master boat builder of the
Blue Peter and Mr. E. Lawrence. were also present
8S guests, and we ~re all mighty sorry our old friend
$«gt. Major H. Rendell. the designtt of the boat, was
absent. Captain Miles, of the crew of the 80;11.: Suton,
was also on duty. He was one of the famous crew
that broke the oar in the Box Sexton, not the Blue
Peter, as stated in error, that won the race with five
oaTS in 1902. This oaT is in the W.O.'s Mess still. It is
a prized relic of the past. as is also 8 photo of the
crew and their coxswain A. G. Williams--both now
hanging on the walls of the mess.
After the presentation an impromptu banquet
was held in the gymnasium-Major George R. Wil-
liams acting as chairman. Amongst th~ guests wer~
vet~ran coxswain Wattie Pown- and Messrs. John
Wh~lan, th~ strok~; Dan McCarthy, Denis Crok~ and
Martin Boland. Th~ othn- two wn-~ absent, John
~
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Dry Goods, Footwear, Men's, Women's and
Children's Wearing Apparel, Piece Goods, Pound
rb;;~
TWO STORES:
216·2:0 Duckworth Street _ Dial 3257.
l09·1J I (TOll) Long's Hill - l)ial 4342.
Nugent being at work at A. Harvey &. Co.'s bakery,
and Denis McCarthy be:ing in Boston. Th~ following
was th~ toast list: "Th~ Builders of th~ Blu~ P~ter",
proposM by Pr~sident Chaf~; r~spond~d Mr. Bob
Sexton. "Th~ Famous Crew of th~ "Blu~ Peter', pro-
posed Mr. Aubr~y Wight: r~spond~d Mr. Dan Mc-
Carthy. "Th~ Band of th~ Church Lads Brigad~",
propos~d Capt. Georg~ Hou~: responded Asst. Band-
master Vavasour. "Our Guests", proposed Mr. Ken
Ruby; respond~dMr. Ed Lawr~nc~. "Old Comrad~s"
proposed Major G~org~ R. Williams: respond~d
Pres. Ern. Chaf~. "Th~ Chairman and the C.L.B.",
proposed Mr. Sydn~y Skiffington, V.P.: responded
Major Williams.
The Old Comrades Boat Club hope to be: able
to secure suffici~nt funds to give an order to Mr. Bob
Sexton to build "Blu~ Peter the Second" in tim~ for
next year's Regatta. and the Old Comrades would
be: glad to hav~ any voluntary subscriptions.
-Reprinted from the Autumn Quart~rly, 1922.
It is with sincer~ regret that we report the passing
of Mr. Charl~s E. Hunt. who was th~ author of th~
abov~ article and who only a few days ago graciously
gave us permission to use it. Mr. Hunt had a dis-
tinguished career as a barrister and was the senior
practicing lawy~r in Newfoundland at the time of
his death. H~ was Master of the Supreme Court of
Newfoundland and one of the Benchers of the Law
Society. He was a m~mbe:r of the Regatta Committe~
for many years and was an Honorary M~mber of the
Committee at the time of his d~ath. His legal finn
have been Counsel for the Committee for many
years and drew up the articles of Incorporation
Mr. Hunt was Chancellor of the Anglican Dio-
ensn Synod and was an International Director of
Rotary as well as Past President of th~ St. John's
Club.
The Regatta Committee at its final meeting
before the Regatta passed a resolution of sympathy
to his family. and the Quarterly also ~xt~nds sym·
pathy to the bereaved family. He lE'8VeS to mourn his
loss his wife, one daughter and two sons.
Lassies-Treat Your Family To The Best!
OF SCOTlAND
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marmalade
EARLE SONS & OOMPANY, LIMITED
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FISHERMEN'S DISTRICT 3.00 P.M.
:.! Boh Sexlon II Torbay
'i Telegrllm Outer Cove
4 Blul' Pel{'I' IV Portugnl COVl'
BOlli: Crew:
Crew COli
OF Fl C1.4. L PROGRAMME
I CLUB RACE 3.30 P.M.1 Royalist II Patricians (Green)
2 Tel{'grllnl Patricians (Gold)
:1 Bob Sexton Il SI. Bon's
J. M Tobin
I. Blliley
P. Ring
K. Kennedy
Time
G. Tilley
M. Marshall
E, Tilley
Pat Ring
Time
L, Rodgers
G. Morris
C. Bolnnd
Time
Timl'
Time
G. Tilley
J, Renrdig3n
M. Howley
r. Uing
Time
K. Kennedy
F. Ring
E. Tilley
C. Buland
P. Ring
L. Rodge"
G. Tilley
Time
Crt'w:
LADIES 5.00 P.M.
Grent ~:aslern Oil
Orthopaedic lIospltal
Ayre's Supermarket
Crt'w:
JOINT SERVICES S.30 P.M.
Civilian PC'rsonnell
H.M.C, Navy
R.C.A,r.
Canadian Army
Crt'w:
JUVENILES 6.00 P.M.
St "~ranets, (Oul('r Cove)
East End
Patrietans
Battery
Crew:
CHAMPIONSHIP 6.30 P.M.
Crew:
U.S. SERVICES 4.00 P.M.
Air Police
Air Base Wing
Long Lin('s
11{'ad(lu3rters NEAC
Crew:
TRADE 4.30 P.M.
Nfld, Ught & Power
Sanatorium
Avalon Telephone
Pepporrell MalntennnC'C'
Crew:
Blue PelC'r IV
Tl'legrnm
Uoynlls!
I Royalist
Bob Sexlon 11
Tl'legram
Blue Peter
Bont:
Boh Sexton II
Royalist
Blue Peter IV
Telegl'am
Blue Peter IV
Tl'!egrllm
Bob Sexton
Ilo)'alist II
Boat:
nont:
I Blue Peter IV
2 Bob Sexton II
3 Telegram
4 Royalist
Boat:
Boat:
]loal:
Boat:
J. M. Tobin
G, Tilley
p, Ring
Time
P. Ring
L. Rodgers
Ira Railey
Time
C. Boland
L. Rodgers
P. Ring
Time
L. nodgers
G. TiJley
K. Kl'nnedy
F. Ring
Timl'
K KennedyG: Tilley
E. Tilley
Time
K K{'nnl'dyP: BJill!y
r. Ring
Time
R. Pillm3n
G, Tilley
L. Rodger<;
E. Tilley
Timc
TRANSPORT 10.30 A.M.
ABC Cabs
Bub Taxi
Colony Cabs
Crew:
WAF's 11.00 A.M.
WAFS (2)
WAFS (I)
Officers
Crew:
AMATEUR 10.00 A.M.
N<:wroundillnu Holel
St. Bon's
Mental Hospital
Unemploymenl Insurancl'
Crew:
FACTORY 11.30 A.M.
Bl'nnell Brewing Co.
Bavarian Br-:>wing Co.
Nlid. Brewery
Crew:
TRUCK.lABOUR 2.30 P.M.
Ll'Drl'w's Trucking
East End
Hoehe's Labour
Crew:
MERCANTIlE 12.00 NOON
London New York & Paris
Ayre's Supermarkl't
Pepperrell BDse Exchange
Fort Amhl'rst Sea Foods
Crew:
I T{'legrllm
:.! noyalist II
3 Bob Sexton II
"'lilt:
Iloyalist I
]lob Sexlon II
mue Petrr IV
B\>81:
Boat:
Blue P('\{'r IV
rloyllhsl It
Bob Sexton n
Royalist II
Blue Pet{'r IV
Tel{'gram
Bob Sexton n
IloYIlIJ.~t II
Blue P('t(!f IV
Tel{'Olram
eont:
B!l:lt:
I Tl'legrllm
:.! Blul' f'l'ler IV
3 Bob ~xlo:l II
4 lloy:1list I
nOllt·
!illlke
,n'
Buoy BOlt
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THE PIlINCE AT THE
VICTOIlY IlEGAITA
PIlOFESSIONAl CAllOS
By H. W. LeMESSURIER. C.M.G. PINSENT and ADAMS
Duckworth St.
The "Victory Regatta" held on the 13th August,
1919. will ever be a memorable day in the annals of
St. John's, it having been graccl by His Royal High.
nC'Ss the Prince of Wales. Just fifty-nine year.> befOTC',
on the 24th July, 1860. his illustrious grandfather.
the late King Edward VII. then Prince of Wales.
visited our shores and attended the Regatta at QUidi
Vidi Lake.
Barristers and Solioitors
Royal Bank Chambers
LEE & MARTIN
Chartered Accountants
Temple Bldg.
St· John's
P. F. COLLINS
HUNT, EMERSON, STIRLING & HIGGINS
SQUIRES, SAUNDERS & CAREW
Barristers, Solicitors, Nolaries
Sf. John's
Sf. John's
'PHONE 6980
P.O. OOx 1:5198
St. John',
283 Duckworth St.
198 Water Street
Chiropractor
15 ATLANTIC AVE.
Phone 7048-9
:I Killl:" Road
Barristers, Solicitors, Notaries
W, H, MacPHERSON, D.C.
Customs Broker
All types of CU5toms Work
S1. james Palace. S.W..
january Ist, 1920.
Dear Sir,
I am direeted by the Prince of Wales to thank
you v('ry much for having sent him the photograph
taken at St. john's in August last. which His Royal
Highness has been pleased to accept, as a souvenir 0;.
his first visit to Newfoundland.
I am,
Yours faithfully,
GODFREY THOMAS,
Private Secretary.
The Victory Regatta Day was exceedingly fine
and the course was thronged with enthusiastic crowds.
It was estimated that at least 10.000 people lined the
shores of the lake. all in their holiday attire.
The first race of the day was run off before the
arrival of the Prince of Wales, who. with his suite
and the Gubernatorial party, had driven down th~
south sid~ of th~ Lak~ to th~ villag~ of Quidi Vidi
to vi~w th~ Quaint littl~ fishing settl~ment_ Driving
up th~ north sid~ of th~ Lak~ the Royal Visitor was
I"ecciv~d at th~ ~ntranc~ to the course by President
Hiscock and th~ Regatta Committe~. and was greeted
with rousing cheen and escorted to a special stand
prepared for the occasion. Here he and his suite were
made m~mbers of the Regatta Committ~, th~ wif~
of th~ President. presenting and fast~ning on th~
insignia used for the occasion. Th~ Prince took a d~p
interest in th~ rac~ that was then rowed (PTess Race)
and admired th~ strok~ and gave' it as his opinion
"that if th~ Newfoundlanders could make such good
tim~ and row such a good <;trok~ without sliding seats
Dnd outriggers that it would be hard to beat th~m
\\.'er~ they so provided." It was th~ int~ntion of th~
Committ~~ to have the PTince st3ft one of the races
from the judges' boat, and he had signified his assent
to do so. but time proved to be too short. He was so
interested in the peopl~ on th~ green that he express~d
a desir~ to walk around among th(' throng. h(' was
accordingly ('Scorted by th(' PTesident and oth~r mem-
bers of th(' Committ~ and was ~verywhere r('c~ived
with npressions of loyalty. Her(' was a Princ(', our
own PTinc~. graciously and unarr~ctedly mmghn:;
with the crowd; God bless him for his graciousness,
h(' becam(' on(' of us. and how w~ did tak(' him to our
hearts. No wondt'l' th~ Tommies at th(' front ador('d
him. they said he was "very human, v~ry genial. easy
to get on with." We Quit~ understand theIr saying so
after a few minutes in his company. He is so natural
and so genial and takes such an inter~st in what he
has to do that it is no wonder he is so universally
popular and beloved.
Th(' sailing of th~ Renown at noon forced HIS
Royal Highn~ss to l~av~ th~ course at a little after
eleven o'clock, much to his regret and to the great
regret and disappointm~ntof the populace.
He was escorted to his carriage by the RegattA
Committe~ and amid vociferous ch~ring drove off
for the King's wharf.
A. Hiscock, Esq..
President of the Regatta Committ~,
S1. john's, Newfoundland.
ERRATA
Through a typographical crror on the front coyer
it is stated the "Broad Cove crew were only seconds
behind the winners". This should rend ··Torbay cn:w."
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REGATTA MEMORIES
By L. E. F. E"oLISH, a.B.E.
The annual regatta held at St. John's is known
locally as the Day of the Races. The time-honoured
observance of this Fete has a long and interesting
history. It goes back over 8 period of one hundred
and fifty years at least, and its origin b4=gan about
the end of the eighteenth century. In its early days the
boat reces were held over a space of three days. and
old fashioned gigs nnd yawls and long boats were
manned by brawny sailors and fishermen who won
monetary rewards and fleeting fame and the plaudits
of a merry crowd of holiday makers.
With but few interruptions the boat races have
continued yearly at Quidi Vidi. Racing shells of the
six-oared type were introduced some ninety years
ago, and as time went by newer and b4=tter models
were produced by local craftsmen. The culmination
of the boat builder's art was reached by the famous
Bob Sexton. who designed and constructed the fastest
boats in the racing history of Quidi Vidi. His Blue
Peter holds the course r~ord of 9.13 4/5; a erew of
Outer Cove fishermen in the year 1901 made this re-
markable time. As far back as 1882 8 crew of amateur
oarsmen rowed the old raceboat Dora to victory in
9.21. The most noteworthy feat was that of a Pla-
centia crew who built their own boat. the Contest,
brought her to St. John's on their backs over the
ninety mile road, won the fishermen's race. and car-
ried the boat back in triumph to their native town.
Variations have been introduced from time to
time. Contests for ladies. four oared races, yacht
races, swimming races, speed boats, have all helped
to enliven the day's sport. Single-scull contests have
also I>«n held in years of the long ago, the most
notable was that of 1874 when Ferguson of Nova
Scotia was matched against Dick Squires of Broad
Cove. Squires, a perfect physical specimen. was
selected to represent Newfoundland. He was brought
to St. John's for a brief period of training in order
to make him accustomed to sculls. Squires outdis-
tan~ed his rival to such an extnlt that Ferguson gave
up the contest just after he had rounded the buoys
at the lower end of the lake. He beached his boat in
disgust, as Squires was lifted bodily from the shell
and carried to shore amid the ~houts of thousands
of wildly excited spectators.
PREST-O-LiTE
BATTERIES
The Battery with the 30 month Guarantee
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THE DA Y OF THE RACES
AT HOME
By A NEWFOUNDLANDER IN BOSTON
(Reprinted from the Quarterly)
An esteemed correspondent senas us the followmg
racy reference to persons and happenings of years
ago:
"There were several of us gathered together al
the Seaside on August 2 last,-"The day of the Races"
at home. It is over fifteen years since I left the Island,
and I have now, in a measure, lost touch with current
events. I sometimes see your local papers, but they
do not interest me very much, as they often deal with
matters beyond the comprehension of one who is nol
a close student of local events,
"But I get the Quarterly regularly, and am very
pleased with it. Most of the contributors are old
favourites, and some of the writers have a reputation
more than insular, and still some of the newer ones
display more than ordinary literary merit, and their
essays and poems interest me very much. My views
were shared by nearly the whole party. and I thought
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The Only Cash Store in St. John's
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FOR THE ENTIRE FAMilY.
MARINE IRON WORKS
LIMITED
vated among the younger oarsmen. There is mo~
fame and kudos in it than in any oth~ branch.
"Another feature of the Quarterly that ap~81s
to r~ders in the United States is the portrait gaUer)'
-the men in the "Public Eye". It is intereiting to
see portraits of well known old Newfoundlanders. and
not less to see those of the coming men. You should
certainly develop that department of the journal.
Even the very advertisements arc read and discussed
with interest, and I was glad to see some old firms arc
still to the fore, and appear to be as vigorous as they
were fifty years ago."
P.O. Box 51B Telephone 61B5
Portable Electric Arc Welding Plant
Repairers of all kinds of Machinery, Ships
and land Engines, Boilers, Blacksmith and
Copper Work.
Electric and Ace1y1ene Welding and
Cutting a Speciaky.
Home of Electrical Fixtures and Supplies
JAMES R. TUCKER LIMITED
25, 27 Springdale St. Dial 5171
Light Your Way to BeHer living
when sending my subscription I would let you know
that your efforts are appreciated, in this quarter at
any ral('.
"Of course in a short time we became reminiscent,
and the subject that SttJIled to interest and am~ us
more than anything else was a discussion on the
"Races.' One of the number. who. bye the bye IS.
perhaps. one of the most successful Newfoundlanders
.n Massachusetts. held forth on the old times. He
talked of the days of the Native. the Hawk, the
Buttercup. Fire-Fly, Heather Bell. Lurline. Lady of
the Lake. and so on, and had something interesting
to say of each. He recalled some of the old coachers.
such as old Mr. Winter, father of Sir james Winter,
who was no mean oarsman in his day; Me. Ryall,
lovingly known to the older generation as "Tommy"
and regarded as a fine sterling old sportsman; Sam
Ryan, :::mother famous coxswain. and among the
younger fellows. Charlie Clift was a favourite. The
old Native, with her amateur crew consisting of the
Winter boys. and the Clifts and others. and coached
by old Me. Winter. who was a regular disciplinarian.
gave a good account of herself for many years. In
rc:counting the deeds of the brave days of old, it was
pleasing to note that many of those who participated
in them, succeeded in their various professions. Sir
james Winter has attained a high place in his pro-
fession; "Duke" Winter is rated among business men
here who know him, as one of the leading business
men in the Island. Ted Clift (now the Rev. Theo-
dore) is known to many Newfoundlanders as a suc-
cessful clergyman. and "jimmy" Clift now occupies
a prominent position in Newfoundland. Then the
old Buttercup crowd.-"johnny" Roach. Greenway.
Rowe, and lots of others who have passed away or are
scattered to all parts of the earth.
"1 tell you the memory of the beautiful lake, gay
with its well dressed orderly crowds, the white canvas
tents and parti-coloured. bunting. with the music and
bustle and good natured fun and excitement, makes
a picture for the wanderer, that can be recalled more
vividly almost than any other feature of our Island
Home.
"Looking back on these days now. with larger
experience. I think that Newfoundlanders, are easily
the very best oarsmen in the world. I do not believe
it possible to get any six men in the world to beat six
picked men like those who rowed on the Lake. hailing
from Outer Cove. Black Head, Quidi Vidi, Broad
Cove. etc.. and there must be thousands of others
around the Island as good. if not superior to the crews
from these parts. And this lake on Regatta Day is
really a pretty and uncommon picture. I say this
as not only my own experience. and that of most
Newfoundlanders I ever heard discussing it, but also
of many strangers. who happened along the "Day of
the Races."
"It was also recalled that many "Champions"
came along from various parts, and with their jaws
held the championship, till some Cooker or Squires.
or some unpretentious fisherman, in fear and tremb-
ling in a "punt". faced the champion. who. in thirty
seconds after the start. lost the "belt" beyond all
redemption. We don't hear much of the single scull
race on Quidi Vidi these times. Newfoundland ought
to hold permanently the single scull championship
of the world. This branch of aquatics should be culti-
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